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Come Back Soon, Norma, 
Even If We Can't Smoke
They were like kids let out of school — 
including the press.
Monday night there were broad grins 
around the table at Sidney council as 
smokers gleefully lit up, puffed up, and 
drank their coffee.
Relaxation of smoking and drinking 
rules were due to the absence of Mayor 
Norma Sealey, who asked, when she took 
office recently, that aldermen and visitors 
to council chambers refrain from smoking 
during council business.
There was doleful agreement, and in­
stead, council takes a five-minute coffee 
break about halfway through the agenda 
and smokers take the opportunity to nip 
outside for a quick smoke.
But joking aside, we were sorry to hear 
that the mayor’s absence was due to her 
being hospitalized Monday. On Tuesday 
we learned she was in the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital undergoing tests and 
examination.
So this piece is all in good fun, Norma. 
Get better and come back soon. Even if we 
can’t smoke.
I
MUNRO IN FAVOUR 
OF FATAL INIECWON
Doctors will be given the 
legal right to kill if 
Esquimalt-Saanich MP 
Donald Munro has his way.
Munro, 63, wants a lethal 
injection substituted for the 
traditional hangman’s 
noose, if parliament brings 
back the death penalty this 
■ fall.'- :/ v:;';?.:;;,';-
The MP, a leading ex- 
1 ponent of capital^ punish­
ment; suggested in a recent 
telephone interview with a 
Vancouver daily paper, that 
a h e s t h e t i s t s (m e d i c a 1
doctors) could give the fatal 
'■Jab."',.':
But Munro’s statement 
drew a bleak response from 
the head of UBG’s medical 
faculty, Df. William 
Webber, and B.C. Medical 
Association president. Dr, 
Mel Petreman.
A spokesman for Webber 
said the subject was a 
“squeamish one’’ and 
faculty members would 
prefer not to comment.
Petreman predicted the 
medical profession would 
be "very sensitive’’ about 
the proposal to use a doctor 
as executioner and would 
"very definitely’’ want to 
be consulted about legal 
changes.
He said he doubted if the 
“precise situation is 
covered by our code of 
ethics."
But Vancouver Coroner 
Gien McDonald, who has 
witness executions by 
hanging and personally 
favors the death penalty 
said that if doctors were 
squeamish "they should 
come down here and sec 
some of the victims of 
murders,"
He said the method of 
execution was a secondary
consideration, though in 
some way hanging was ‘ ‘ not 
too desirable”.
“If a change was made, 
injection of a heavy metal 
poison is a possibility, ’ ’ he 
suggested.
Munro said he wanted 
hanging replaced because it 
“conjures up images of 
people dangling from a 
noose with feet twitching. ’’
He said this leads to an 
‘ ‘ over-emotional debate” 
on the capital punishment 
issue. He agreed there were 
no statistics proving the 
death penalty is a deterrent 
but added, "I think it is.”
Though the penalty for 
the most serious kinds of 
murder is currently 25 years 
imprisonment, Munro said 
someone could always 
escape.
A private members bill 
on capital punishment has a 
good chance of passage in 
the fall session of 
parliament, he said.
Prime Minister Joe 
Clark, who is personally 
opposed to capital punish­
ment, has said he will allow 





A camping holiday for a 
Winnipeg family ended 
abruptly Tue.sday morning 
when a propane leak in 
their IS-fooi Prowler trailer 
cau.sed a massive explosion, 
sending all three to 
hospital.
According to Central 
Saanich police, the ex­
plosion, which occurred at 
the KOA campground off 
Ml. Newton X Road, took 
place shortly after 10 a.m. 
Tue.sday when one member 
of the family went to light 
the stove in the trailer.
Gilbert E. Blais, of 
Winnipeg, his wife and 25- 
year-old son were all in the 
trailer at the time of the 
incident. All three were 
taken to Victoria General 
Hospital, where Mr. Blais 
was listed in stable con­
dition later in the day. He 
suffered burns to an 
estimated 80 per cent of his 
body. His wife and son 
were still both in the 
emergency ward :at press 
time, and no information of 
their, condition or injuries 
was available.
The explosion left the 
trailer in a shambles, with 
the entire exterior jwall 
blown away in splinters and 
the interior completely 
'',ruined."''"';'‘7'’'':
Central Saanich firemen 
and rescue crews, as well as 
police, attended at the
scene.
Inner Tube Race 
Scrapped
The inner tube race, 
originally planned to take 
place during Sidney Days 
and post-poned until Aug, 
18 has finally been scrapped 
altogether.
Aid. Eleanor Sowerby 
made a motion at Sidney 
Council Monday night to 
eliminate it from other 
water activities — the Great 
Sidney Rowing Review 
Race — also previously 
postponed which will go 
ahead a,s planned.
Central Saanich Aid.; 
Frank Waring went to bat 
for the: giant Genstar' 
Development Company 
Monday night, to no avail.
During discussion of a 
number of minor amen­
dments to the proposed 
community plan for the 
municipality Waring said he 
felt that the Genstar 
housing development 
proposition for its Tod Inlet 
property had been "boiled 
down to the point where I 
think it’s very much in the 
interests of the 
municipality.” Waring 
added that he thought it 
would be only fair to meet 
once more with The 
development company’s 
officials before final 
adoption of the community 
plan, which designates all 
of Gcnstnr’s Tod Inlet land 
as commercial recreational. 
Genstar has been cam­
paigning for several years to 
liavc at least part of tlic 
land rc-zoned residential.
"It’s a very, very good 
offer," Waring commented 
during Monday night’s 
meeting of the subdivision 
and zoning committee. "To 
have that 42 acres in the 
ownership of the public 
domain •— 1 think the least 
this council can do is ad­
vertise the proposal 
properly, give it wide
publicity and if necessary 
hold a public meetirigl: Let’s 
get it put To bed once and 
for all.: I don’t think it’s 
been handled too well since 
we started dealing with it.”
Al'd. Earle Tabor', 
however, was the only other 
council member to agree 
with Waring’s feelings on 
the controversial matter.
“In my opinion we 
haven’t treated thorn 
fairly,” Tabor said. "We’re 
going against our parks 
policy. We’re not even 
discussing this possibility 
that Genstar has put for­
th.”
Committee chairman 
Aid. George McFarlanc 
refused to comment on 
Waring’s suggestion, but 
Aid. Percy Lazarz was 
strongly against it.
"I feel this entire thing 
has had considerable 
airing,” Lazarz. told 
council, "ns far as the 
public and Genstar arc 
concerned. Sure, the offer 
is a good one, but it may be 
there again. We have to 
remember that the com- 
nmnity plan will be open 
for review every five years, 
and I think some of the 
developers wit It large 
holdings must realize tlial 
we have to leave a bit of 
lapd for future population 
growth.’’
’ Aid. Dick Sharpe said he 
felt that Genstar had acted 
wrongly in presenting its 
most recent scaled-down 
proposal for residential 
development at Tod Inlet 
during the public hearing 
for the community plan.
"The public hearing was 
neither the time nor the 
place for this proposal,” 
Sharpe said. “We’ve always 
been open to proposals 
from large developers. 
We’ve been basically living 
with Genstar’s proposal 
since 1975 and it hasn’t 
really changed in essence. If 
necessary it should go back 
to the public, but not in 
relation to the community 
plan.” ,
Aid. Dave Hill said he 
wouldn’t support Waring’s 
.suggestion because he had 
studied the entire issue 
closely and honestly felt 
that commercial 
recreational zoning is the 
best allocation for the 
Genstar lands.
Ultimately council agreed 
to give third tending to the 
revised community plan, 
with the minor amendments 
introduced at Monday 
night's meeting included. 
I'inal approval will mean 
that Genstar will be 
prevented from developing 
any housing on its Tod Inlet 
property in the near future.
;^.^;;.Sidney Days flopped This-
year.:;
No brie on Sidney council 
actually used those words 
Monday night but aldermen 
left little doubt in anyone’s 
mind how they felt about it.
And they’re determined 
to dissociate Them.sclves 
from the annual celebration 
- at least as far as 
responsibility for it is 
concerned.
To make sure that there is 
no confusion in anyone’s 
mind that the town is 
running Sidney Days, 
council passed a motion last 
night prohibiting any 
member of council from 
being on Sidney Days 
committee.
Aid. Eleanor Sowerby 
has been committee 
chairman for the lust two 
years, and this is where the 
confusion arises. Aid. Jerry 
Tregaskis said. As chair­
man, Sowerby "has a high 
profile" and most people 
believe the town runs the 
celebrations.
Obviously, council has 
been on the receiving end of 
a number of complaints 
about Sidney Days and is 
determined not to take the 
blame for something over 
which they have no control. 
And they'd like to see a 
different approach to the
evenU'f^':’.;
■"Sidney Days ;needs ; a'; 
more - direct T image ' like 
Sookc Days, ’? TAld. Ross ' 
Martin ■ said, addings that 
reports indicated the Sooke; 
annual affair was a huge 
success. "We’ve been trying 
to do an Oak Bay Tea Party 
sort of thing...”
Responding to a 
statement by Sowerby that 
the weather during the 
celebrations was poor, 
Martin said, "If the 
weather had been good and 
hordes of people had turned 
up — would people have 
enjoyed it? There was 
nothing much for them to 
do after the parade."
ARTS& CRAFTS 
SUMMER SHOW
A summer show of 
paintings by thq Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and Crafts 
Socicty WIll be held Aug. 1 
to 19 in the mezzanine 
gallery at McPherson 
Playhouse.
Exhibitions of original 
art will include work by 
some members who have 
gained recognition by the 
Canadian Society of 
Painters in Watercolor and 
the Northwest Watercolor 
Society, .
Aid. Ben Ethicr favored a 
return to the old days when 
events^ syeire;" more: fitn: and; 
family oriented.”
Martin said he didn’t feel 
comfortable criticizing a 
"body that was trying to do 
something for the com­
munity, but there have been 
problems.” He .said he 
found it hard to explain to 
people when events were 
scheduled at Two or Three 
different times and the 
"radio station was giving 
out different information to 
The Sidney Review" .
The town would feel 
more positive about sup­
porting Sidney Days if it 
felt more confident of its 
success, he .said.
Speaking in defence of 
the committee. Sowerby 
said many problems arose 
this year which "were not 
all the fault of the com­
mittee." She asked fort he 
support of council in a 
move by Sidney Days 
committee to form a 
society. '
Council agreed to give 
the society support but 
Tregaskis added, "Support, 
yes, but not with anyone on 
council acting in an 
cNccutivc position."
, Instead, council passed a 
motion naming Sowerby as 
coiincil’s) liaison between 





"The - pehajty has ^i been 
upped from $15 to'$25 for' 




g r ho don’t 
' licence their pets or who 
allow them to run at large.
Victoria’s adniihistratiye " 
Judge: WlLf iOstler has set : 
the' penalties 'at $25 l and 
would like uniforrhity in all 
Greater Victoria area; 
municipalities,, Sidney 
council - learned Monday, 
night.,
In a letter to council, the 
administrator of Court 
Registry suggested the 
town’s present bylaws be 
reviewed in this re.spect and 
wanted to know if the 
heavier penalty would 
"create any problems’i,
A Idermah Jerry 
Tregaskis said he thought it 
was necessary to bring 
Sidney in line with other 
municipalities. "Wc can’t 
be out of step."
Is there no way wc can 
extend this to cats?, he 
joked. ■ -■/''.
Tltc motion to approve 






plans to fornt a society to 
carry on the traditional 
thrcc-day event. Discussion 
will be held at a meeting set 




Tlilit article Ik the rinil 
in a KcrleK being 
prepared by Kiuff 
reporter Sbtrley Culpin 
ilenling with the matter 
of police services In the 
muiiicipnilty of Ontrtil 
Saanich. The Issue has 
hccomc one of ini^or 
concern for members of 
council and the police 
board In the 
muuicIpaUly. who 
exercise Jurisdiction over 
the urea's private 10* 
man force. With cost* 
and policing demands on
the rise to the point 
where Central Saanich 
taxpayers now pay out In 
excess of $400,000 
annually for the service, 
The Review has laun­
ched an tnvesllgntlon 
Into the reasons for 
those costs mid demands 
and possible alternatives 
that might save tax­
payers money. This first 
Installment Is a recount 
of a Friday night spent 
palrolllng with one 
Centrall isaanich 
policeman.
It hasn’t exactly been the 
wildest summer Friday
iiilkiit uit icvuid ill ilic, iai- 
flung municipality of 
Central Saanich. Wc'vc 
stopped two vthlck.v wid
talked to their occupants, 
calmed down a pair of 13- 
yciU'Uld gills wiiu pliuacd 
the dispatcher In a panic 
because someone kept 
knocking on the door of the
house where they were 
babysitting, moved the car 
of one drunken lady wlio 
had been slopped by 
another constable, and 
attended at a suspected 
break and enter at a gas 
station on the Pat Bay 
Highway.
"It hasn't," said my 
companion the const able, 
"exactly been what you'd 
call a busy Friday night.”
Nonetlicle.ss ibis man, a 
veteran policeman with 
more tlian a decade of 
police work in Central 
Saanich under ids belt, has 
been kept busy enough, 
Theic's. alwi'iy?,, plenty of 
routine patrol work to take 
care of within Central 
Saanich's ?J) square miles of 
leiiiiuiy, and thcic aic 
times when the force's 10 
men are stretched to tltc 
limit just to keep ui> witi)
that end of things.
This partieulnr night, 
we’ve done a lot of 
pnirolling. *Wc’ve cruised 
down to Island View Beach, 
but tlicre are only a couple 
of quiet, wcll-contralled 
parlies going on tlicre. The 
police car's outside 
spotlight lias been utilized 
heavily in order to check 
out dense busli areas, parks 
and the interiors of dozens 
of businesses tbrougboul 
the night. It’s a long, long 
sliiii, this one — 12 hours 
of moriniony and talk,With 
tlie odd break at the central 
office to down it coui>le of 
cup;', of toffet arid givc ilic 
dispatclier a few mimiics 
away from her control 
board.
i iuit s wiitu tile's like a 
lot of the time for officers 
in Central Saanicli, They 
work ivvo 12-lioiir shifts.
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m,, 
followed imniediaiely by 
two more shifts of ilie same 
length, from 7 p.rn. to 7 
n.m. Tlten there are four 
days off before the entire 
routine starts all over again.
"ll plays hell with family 
life," says the constable I'm 
with. "Half the Time you 
never sec your kids, it's 
linrd to plan any sort of 
outing with the family. Out 
of all the guys here, there 
are only three who still have 
the wives they started out 
with. It’s really hard on the 
wives."
This particular Friday 
evening .slatted out 'vviili 
five people on duly, simply 
becuH.se of the fact tiuu it 
WAS a Friday, and the 
weather was rltce. By lu 
p.m. the number of 
patrolmen still working had 
eliniinislied ivr two — it was
pretty obvious to everyone 
by then that there was no 
need for the added man­
power, so The extras had 
headed for home.
There’s at least one 
advantage to liaving a 
private force tliut becomes 
very obvious as the night 
wears on. These men arc 
never transferred to new 
territory, so ilicy ^ct to 
know their home ground *- 
and the people who live 
there pretty darn well. 
Ccmsiablcs who have 
worked in Central Saanich 
for several years know 
whicli kids arc the (rouble 
maker:., 'v,biclr bu-'.inc.v'.e?. 
arc likely to have open 
windows or unlocked doors 
at night, where the 
trouuicsome lunisc patties 
u.sually arc ., . the list is 
endless, and while It's one 
iiiiii iniprc.ssc.s an outsider
it’s treated as little more 
Ilian basic knowledge and 
tlic facts of life for the 
fellows wlio police Central 
Saanich’s highways and 
byways,
"Tliat familiarity gives 
you a little bit of insight in n 
lot of cases," says the 
constable I’m travelling 
wiili. "If we liad new giiy.s 
coming in here every few 
months or years they 
wouldn't know Tliat a 
certain service club tends to 
wind up its meciings pretty 
late, and that rnnny of its 
members, who tend to be ii 
little on (be older side, 
rr»iglil jui.t be diiTiig all 
over the road because 
they’re bone weary, not 
drunk.’!
Iiiete IS, men, a ccriuin 
leniency and gentler way of 
dealing with people than 
you’d find ill many other
municipalities, Not to say 
that the Central Satinich 
police don!t ciack down 
when it's called for. This 
very night the second 
const able on the road has 
stopped, tested and charged 
a woman with driving with 
a blood Tilcoliol content 
over .08.
"1 was called a rotten 
bastard for the three 
hundred thousandth lime 
tonight," lie says as we 
return to the detachment 
office for a cup of coffee, 
"Her husband was just a 
little upset,"
Genet idly, ihuugli, tilings
seem to nm im a f.ttiiy tren 
keel.
"It’s liard for us in some 
ways, because wc, often 
don’t liiive entnigii men to
cope," says one constable,
"But, on tbe other hand. 
ThetcMiH* tilings tlwi make
life a little easier, Tooi Wc 
don't have some head office 
in a faraway place 
demanding that wo hand 
out so many traffic tickets 
or lay a certain number of 
criminal charges in any 
given month.
''It's a different kind of 
policing in ft lot of ways,To 
what you find in some 
communiiiiM. A lot is left 
up to our own discretion, 
we have to make our own 
decisions. And wc can make 
those decisions based on the 
particular knowledge we 
may, have of any one 
particular pcison, ;
'Tfi some cases ibeic me 
extenuating circupwinnccs, 
and we're lucky enough to 
be able to take those into 
coMsidcrniion, i )uta think 
That makes a big difference 
In the way the coipmunlty 
in general feels about us,” .
1 ■
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[ Bab’s Family
Restaurant
7855 East Saanich Road 
SAANICHTON PLAZA
'FAMILY MEALS AT .
FAMILY PRICES'
BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m. | 
Phene Ahead for Faster Takeout 
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
— FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
MR. CHARLES FAMILY 
STEAK HOUSE
Open 11 am to 9 pm 
Monday thru Saturday
Rojil Oat SlM){>pme Cetilre 
tJCENCEO- 47S-7313
(opposite the Garden Cenite)
TRUMAN’S STEAK 
SEAFOOD HOUSE
NOW OPEN EVERY DAY 
FROMSP.M.
Under New Ownership




"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Puces"







THURSDAY A SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DtNNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Open Tuesda; to Sundar
Reservations 656-3541
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VEEW
Try our famous salad bar 






Beacon Plaza Mall 
2321 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
656-4822
MR. AND MRS. ART KOOL and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Saville were among 
the more than 60 guests who attended formal opening of Odyssia 
Restaurant in Sidney. Display of belly dancing was followed by sumptions 
meal hosted by Dino Petropoulos.





BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
RESTAURANT
Speelalhing In Chinese 
S Canadian Food
OPEN: MOH.-THURS. 4“ ■ MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-SbI. 4* • 1” a.m. 
SUNDAY A^-S'p.ni. 
Deliveiy with minimum ordei
i 2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
yjiaiKIE IIVW
rteighbQurho'oci .pub
For a visit 
back to the 1890's
COMPLETE LUNCHEON MENU
Corner of Mt. Hewton Cross 
Road & East Saanich Road
652-1575
S Uctyal #ak ilhh |
. 4680 Et/C tAKE Off.
> Victoria. B.C.
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
; :; Conlinenlal ciiisinc! l^^ 
a traditional English 3|mosphere 
7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30 
featuring
THE THATCH DISCO
Two liveliesl dance floors in VIcloiia.,
Open ■ Mdni To Saf. '
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. 858-5231
S@a Caf@
9776 - 4th St. , Sidney
/ . Behind the Post Office :
— .SPEC/ALtZrNG IN —
yisH s^chips/C"::/] 
Breahfast-lunch;dinner
OpenTaily 7;30 AIV14 7:30 Pm 









2470 Beacon Ave. : 656*I812
Ben Hindley is hot on 
heritage. The tales of 
pioneers, handed down by 
word of mouth, have a 
great importance in society, 
he says, and he’s Fighting 
now to get these gems 
recorded for all time.
He’s the originator of the 
newly-formed Canadian 
Heritage Video Library 
Society. He’s been working 
on the idea for some 18 
months but the idea came to 
hiiii when he worked with 
Bea Bond on Saanich Cable 
10 interviewing peninsula 
pioneers^ "
He wanted to know what 
would become of the tapes 
and was horrified when he 
was told they would have to 
be erased. So he decided to 
apply to the provincial 
secretary’s office for a. 
grant to provide funds to 
form aTibrary for the tapes 
vyhich he would then; edit, 
put together and subihit to 
the provincial archives—- 
where they would stay.
He applied for $28,000—- 
a'<; rock-bottom figure,f he
I SIDNEY ISLAND THIEVES FEATHER THEIR NEST
BEN BINDLEY 
.... hopping mad
says — but was turned 
down. He was told that his 
project was of more value 
and interest to his local 
community rather than 
regionally of; provincially 
and advised to approach 
community organizations 
to obtainassistance;
; Hindley’s hopping mad.
His project docs have 
regional and . provinciaf 
interest, ,jhe says. For
»Sf- FISH & CHIPS 
- !CE CREAM 
Eat : Phone in -Take out 
at the X-Road Mt. Newton 
& East Saanich 
652-9313 ^
LIBAN PIZZA Poor Rpmon^sp ToE SQUARE in Brentwood X
•BURGERKING- 
•CHICKEN; .FISH 8 CHIPS 
iBeocon Plaso AAall, Sidney 
"7:;:; 656-54427: V-
VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN: Tues. to Thurs. 4-ri p.m. 
' Fri. & Sat, 11 a.m.-l a.m. 
Sunday 5-9 p.m.
Try Our ' SPECIAL " PIZZA 
652-4344
eetion
example, the aural history 
program at provincial 
archives, while maintaining 
a centralized repository for 
audio and video tapes, is 
beginning to disperse.copies 
of relevant parts of the 
collection to libraries, 
universities, historical 
associations and museums 
throughout the province.
And, he says, he might 
interview someone on the 
peninsula whose story goes 
back to some other part of 
the province or another part 
of Canada, where there 
would be some interest in 
acquiring a copy.
Hindley, of 2338 Orchard 
Ave., Sidney, isn’t giving 
up. He intends to re-apply 
for the grant and mean­
while is hoping to drum up 
some support for his 
project.
‘I’m dedicated to this, 
there’s such a need for it,” 
:he says. ‘‘It’s so important 
because people get more of 
seeing people: and hearing 
them; ta|k , alrout 7,the;ir 
memories thaiv reading; 
about it in a text book.” 7 
^H his 7; great-
g rahdmbther telii hg hirh' of 
her experience in those early 
pioneer days and ‘‘it stuck 
in my mind in a way it 
would never: have done if 
I’d read about it.”
Jack Todd, part-owner 
of Sidney Island, is offering 
a reward for any in­
formation leading to the 
apprehension of thieves 
who stole several hundred 
dollars worth of peacock 
feathers from the island on 
the July 14 weekend.
The peacocks lose their 
feathers between June and 
August and are gathered 
and sold to gift stores and 
florists with the money used 
to feed the birds. Todd sells 
the feathers wholesale for 
around 39 cents each and 
they retail at between 69 
cents and Si each. There are 
100 peacocks on the island.
The feathers were kept in 
a feed shed used to store 
grain. ‘‘Every single feather 
was taken,” Todd said. 
Empty beer bottles and 
cases provided evidence 
that someone had been 
around, he said.
it’s not the first time 
feathers have been stolen, 
although previously they 
went missing in a different 
way. Because the birds 
moult gradually, we go 
around and pick them up 
every three or four days, 
Todd said. ‘‘But we have a
lot of trespassers on the 
island and they help 
themselves. Last year we 
lost half of the crop this 
way.”
And it’s not the only 
theft from the island. Nine 
market-sized lambs were 
stolen in the last two 
months — and this happens 
every year, Todd said.
The thefts may have far- 
reaching repercussions. 
Todd, who sold part of 
Sidney Island to the
provincial government fora 
park earlier this year, said 
he was having second 
thoughts about allowing the 
rest of the island to become 
a park.
‘‘Private ownership has 
kept it the way it is now,” 
he said, commenting on the 
‘‘hoodlums who spoil the 
public park and create 
continual harrassment to 
others.”
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"TM WOM0
WHITE STAILIONS of VIENNA
STMUm
OMTHEirwORLDTOUR
Including ... . .
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: Pre8ont«d By The City of Victoria
VICTORIA MEMORIAL ARENA 
Tuesday, August?, 1979 — 8P^m!
ALL SEATS RESERVED $6.00 - $7.00
plA.P
: TICKETS ON SALE AT ARENA BOX OFFICE a HILLSIDE MALL 
: 1 TOiOOA.M. TO 5:00 P.M. DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY ;
mmiS GBBAmT EQUINE EXTRAVAGANZA! \
:: 7CAR0E^C0VE'
at COFFEE SHOP
4amm .7 canoe cove 
marina





I BREAKFASTS ft HOT LUNCHES 
j (TAKEOUTS)





9807 • 4lh St., Sidney
OPEN daily AT 4:30 P.M. 
Clotod Mondays
656-6722





"Yoor nicest luncheon 
place in town" 
DELI BUNS 
SANDWICHES 
SOUPS a SALADS 
TAKEOUTS
3rd & Beacon Ave. 
656-4333
ON YOUR WAY Serving
INTO TOWN 46 dif fercnl kinds of





Where to take your visitors 6 friends
Don Phillips, of Harvey’s 
Bicycle Shop on Beacon 
Avenue, is disappointed. , 
He reasoned he was 
taking a sensible step when 
he offered youngsters a free 
bike brake inspection. His 
decision to provide the 
service came after a 13- 
ycar-old North Saanich boy 
died recently in a collision 
with a trailer-truck when his 
brakes failed at the junction 
of Wain Road and Pat Bay 
Highway.
“I’m trying to prevent 
the occurence of another 
tragedy like that,” he said.
But there’s been little 
response to his offer.
In two recent se.ssions, 
only seven youngsters 
turned up for a bike clicck.
There's only one way to 
describe it, RCMP Staff 
Sgt. George Whittaker said 
Tuesday. ''Public apathy," 
Yes, I'm disappointed lo 
a certain extern, but thnl'.s 
the way she goes, Whiiiakcr 
said, "And, of course, it’s a
bad time of the year with so 
many people aw'ay on 
holiday:”
The ■ best time to catch 
youngsters is probably in 
September, he said.
Whittaker said the 
RCMP will do their bike 
check program again in 
January. Police officers 
visited elementary schools 
in Sidney during a program 
instigated by the staff 
sergeant in 1978 and were 
able to check hundreds of 
bikes.
It wasn’t pos.siblc at that 
time to extend tire program 
to Nonli Saanich because 
of tire lack of manpower, ire 
said, "but we may be able 
to branch out into ii next 
year.”
Meanwhile, Phillips lias a 
truck rigged up and i.s 
contimiing his service. He'll 
be at Henry and Scveutii at 
Sidney elementary school 
Mondays and Tluusdays 
through Aug. 6 between 7 
mul9p.m,
I'J '
AUDMOHECOLF COURSE, 9.30 Ardmore Dr. & WC,si Saanich Ruud, Sidney 
A cosy 9-lu)ler, itleul for I'antilics. Beauliful scenery and special twilight rates I'oi 9-liole 
game. Clubs ami cart rcnials - picnic and barbecue raeiliiics - swimming beaelt. IMmue 
„6S6-4621.'
TIIHINTSVOOI) INN, 7172 llreiilwood Drive, Rrerilwood. 6.52-241.3
SALMON FISHING, Runt Rciilnl, (iulded FiNltingTrliis (all inclusive)
Family fishing In tltc proiccied Saanich Inlet, BrentwotHi Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd, at the 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014.
HOTEL SIDNEY, 2537 Ikaeon Ave., Sidney. 656-11JI
WedncMlny nlglil R-12 p,m. ir. Talent NigiB in the Pub. Friday & .Saturday uiglil Peter 
Pringle with piano cmcrtninmcni In the Lounge 8-12 p.m.
THE PRAIRIE INN, Corner Ml. Newton Cross Uoud.s and East SuunU h Rd. 656-1575 
Relax by the fire and listen to live eniertaiument while playing Chess, Cribbago, Checkers, 
Hackgarninou, Darts 01 Pool.
ROYAL OAK INN, 46M0 ICIk Luke Dr., Vlciorla,6.'5«-S23l
iJiseo Duiiting at Tltc Thiiltii Monday to Saiuiday on i)ie ivso lividitM daiiet fiooi. mi 
Victoria. No cover cliarge except Friday • Saturday.
SIDNEY TRAVliLOIKxK, 22110 Ileacun Ave., Sidney. 656-1176
Fontle* Place every Friday and .Saturday night 9 - 2 a.m., dance to (he music of the 5()’s.
featuring in the Lounge, Al CoticH, guitar-vocalist, 8:00 P.M. to Midnight.
7'’
<.S \
’ ' . \ ' 7 (
...
I, / ” i 'f/>•' II
That pain 
in the back...
Keating Industrial Park 
Beautification Discussed
Central Saanich's 
subdivision and zoning 
committee got into a 
Icngiliy wrangle Monday 
night a.s to wbciher they 
should get involved with 
beautification of tire 
Keating Industrial ptu'k, or 
leave well enough alone,
Some aldermen argued 
that council input on the 
matter is needed in ordeno 
ensure that the area is tidied 
up, but Aid, Percy Lazarz, 
maintained that the park's 
businesses are capable Tof 
UuTkihg after the siluailun 
thcmsclvc.s,
La/.nrz, pointed out that a 
committee to look after lire 
beautification of the area 
has alr eady been .set up and 
felt that council In­
volvement would amount to 
little mon* than inerldling
"If the bail is rolling, let 
them run with it," Lazarz 
told his fellow aldermen.
'fTlic indusirial urea people | 
are working within 
themselves to rectify the 
.siiitaiion, and I think we'll 
find a lor nrorc will get done 
without us goiog down 
there."
The comirtitice llually 
agreed to have commillce 
chair man George 
McFarlanc cotriaci the 
bcauiification comntittee to 
fitnl out if and where 
council can assist with the 
project.
maybe it's trying to tell 
you somelhing,
Maybe iff) saying you 
si'iould be mbre careful 
when you’re lifting • that 
you should make sure the 
load isn't looTieavy, and 
that you lift with your legs 
instead of your back, 
Maybe it's complaining 
: about the way you twist 
when you turn instead 
of shifting your feet and 
turning with your whole 
■body,
or tlic 20d.0(K) refugees 
in Cyprus, 61,000 arc 
children ol school age. Hie 
DSC of Canada is assisting 
two primary schools In 
Cyprus, supplying basic 
needs and sponsoring (4) 
children under the USC 
Foster Pnrenf The
total budget for ll 
projecif during 1978-79 
amrmms to $14,970,
ll might even be saying that you 
should take a little time now and 
then to efo some simple exercises 
to strengthen your back.
Think about it, And do something 
about it. For a start, how about 
getting a copy of the tree booklet 
"BACK TALK'-Avallable at your local 
Workers' Compensation Board 
office or mail this coupon, ;
piH.p.n me
J*'J COtitfiS ()( H.KV, Tfilh'
nisMi ■ „
■■ COMPANY
M.Til lo f itfYiij A F'nninii. Dr-pi" ai m, AiliJf<t6s tioiow
I) lOPKFiK rniYiPFM*: ATiow no APr» T-.'-r’Di-
nVLtj Hr-utui'r DC VLY 5I| A J’hfi BJll' laJiH U N.i.CIv^
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Janet Was Part 
Of Winning Team
Janet Ruest doesn’t 
bubble all over with delight, 
but beneath her quiet 
demeanor you can tell she’s 
feeling pretty happy.
The 17-year-old student 
of Parkland school was a 
member of the B.C. 
Provincial Field Hockey 
Team that walked away 
with the national cham-
Julypionship in Toronto 
14.
She was the only girl 
from the peninsula on the 
team; four girls were from 
Victoria, the rest from the 
Mainland.
Janet has only been 
playing field hockey for 
three years — most others 
have been playing for five, 
she says. Once she’d been 
picked for the team, 
training was ardous, and 
entailed travelling to 
Vancouver every weekend 
May to July for workouts. 
The provincial government 
picked up the tab for ferry 
fares and the girls were 
provided with billets.
Janet’s loved sport of all 
kinds since she was a small 
girl and currently enjoys 
playing badminton, tennis 
and soccer.
In her last year at senior 
high school, Janet, of lOj 13 
Resthaven Drive, plans to 
attend the University of 
Victoria and qualify as a 
physical education teacher.




No one will be allowed to 
park along Senanus Drive if 
they want to get to the 
beach at the end of the 
road. Central Saanich’s 
public works committee has 
decided.
Council’s public works 
committee has designated 
the entire road a no parking 
area for the next few











The solicitor for the 
municipality of Central 
Saanich will be asked to 
review the area’s anti-noise 
bylaw as the result of a 
request last week from the 
South Saanich Farmer’s 
Institute.
The institute had 
requested that bona fide 
farmers be exempted from 
the prohibitions laid out 
under the bylaw, and the 
agriculture committee has 
agreed with that position.
“1 think the farmers 
deserve this protection,” 
Aid. Dave Hill said at 
Monday night’s meeting. 
“After all we’re a farming 
community.”
The solicitor will be 
asked to draft a section 
, exempting farmers that will 
be included in the bylaw.
months, despite protests 
from at least one area 
resident.
“No Parking” signs were 
posted along the road 
Monday according to 
committee chairman Percy 
Lazarz because the 
situation had become so 
crowded that residents on 
the street often had their 
driveways blocked and 
couldn’t get out of them.
Much of the blame for 
the traffic congestion fell 
on the shoulders of diving 
clubs who use the area, 
leaving their vehicles 
parked along the road for 
extended periods.
One woman at Monday’s 
meeting, however.
protested the placement of 
the signs.
“I feel that Senanus is a 
long-established area,” she 
told the committee, “and 1 
don’t think that kind of 
precedent should be set. I 
see no reason why people 
should have to walk at least 
four blocks to go and sit 
where they have the right to 
. sit,’’ - ■ ;
Lazarz, however, felt 
that the signs should remain 
in place for three or four 
months ‘‘until the message 
gets.acrqss’\.
The committee agreed 
unanimously to leave the 
signs where they are until 
the end of October, when 
the issue will come up for 
discussion again. In ad­
dition, the base commander 
at a Canadian Forces base 
in Calgary, where many of 
the divers have been coming 
from, is to be advised of the 
private status of the land 
that his men have been 
using for access to the 
beach during diving ex­
peditions. It was also 
agreed that a log barrier 
that had been placed at the 
end of the drive some years 
ago be removed in order to 
discourage people from 
parking up against it.
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY
SIDNEY S. SAANICH PENINSULA’S FIRST
The Sidney Anglers’ 
Association will host an 
open salmon fishing derby 
for members and non­
members Sunday, July 
.29th. •: '■
The Derby will start at 
dawn and run until weigh-in 
time at 1:00 p.m. at Tulista 
park in Sidney. Tickets are 
available at liarvey’s 
Sporting " Goods and; 
Smitty’s '^Marina; ^ ticket 
price is $5.00 for an adults 
and $3.op for a Junior ■
There will be mer­
chandise prizes for the five 
heaviest fish as well as 
hidden weight and draw 
prizes. All fish weighed in 
during the derby must be 
caught within the 
Association’s boundaries.





Now you no longer have to drive to Victoria 
to wash your Car, Truck, Boat or Recreational Vehicle.
School youngsters 
walking along East Saanich 
Road in the Shady Creek 
area will have the op­
portunity of a safer journey 
by the end of the .summer.
Central Saanich public 
works committee has voted 
in favor of installing a 2'/j- 
foot-wide pathway with 
railings along the road to 
accommodate the school 
aged youngsters who 
traverse the route 
frequently.
The portion of the path­
way abutting residential 
properties will be asphalt 
while the remainder will be 
constructed of rolled 
gravel.
Whil® you're her®, w® invito you to look over 
our grocst soloction of Motor Homos.
ALSO
SEE THE SPA KING HOT TUB.
Make an Appointment to try it 
in our private demonstration room.
W© or© situatod ©» 10299 McDONALD PARK RD., 
across from Saridown Rocotrack.
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../f 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE...
TRiANGLB mOMESLTD.
Wherever you move the Weltotrie 
Weyon hrnleu u the rijhi pereon lo 






PAT HAV HIGHWAY & MclKJNALO PARK KOAI)
Phone 656-1122 Phone 656-7251




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities 
















or Roasts Pork ChopsRIB & CENTRE CUT
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This Could 
Save A Life
One of the tragedies in life is the fact that we 
have to learn from our mistakes — or other 
people’s. The recent death of John Arthur 
Cormack pointed out the need to ensure that 
children’s bicycles are fitted with adequate 
brakes. The 13-year-old North Saanich 
youngster’s bike brakes failed, if you remember, 
at the intersection of Wain Road and the Pat 
Bay Highway, causing him to collide with a 
trailer-truck.
It was a totally unnecessary death and one we 
don’t want to see repeated here on the penin­
sula.
One, Sidney merchant — Don Phillips, of 
Harvey’s Bicycle Shop — feels the same way. 
That’s why he has offered youngsters a free bike 
brake check.
But very few have come forward to take 
advantage of his offer.
Are we to presume, then, that all bikes driven 
by youngsters here have perfect brakes? We 
really doubt it, knowing the nature of young 
people. For to be young is often to be careless, 
not to have sufficient regard for bne’s safety.
It’s likely since the accident that many parents 
have made that check themselves of their 
children’s bikes, but for those who have omitted 
to do this, we urge them to take advantage of 
;■ Phillips’.service.': .
The Canadian Red Cross Society , has an­
nounced a. nation-wide' campaign to raise 
$5TOi0pp:fpri tile YietnameseJ;‘‘boat people” and
refugees in Southeast Asia.
The monies raised will be used to provide 
enibfgency relief to hundreds of thousands of 
: yietiiamese, Cambodian and Laotian refugees 
in overcrowded refugee camps throughout 
;>;S6utheast:Asia.^''''X'{'v,.
The plight of the Southeast Asian refugees is a 
human tragedy requiring dramatic and im­
mediate assistance.
The Canadian Red Cross has given $50,000 to 
kick off the campaign. The Canadian Catholic 
Organization for Development and Peace has 
channeled a $25,000 cash contribution through 
Red Cross.
Anyone wishing to donate to the relief 
operations, please forward your cheque or 
money order to the Canadian Red Cross 
Society, 4750 Oak St., Vancouver, B.C. V6H 
2N9 or to the Red Cross branch in your com­
munity. Please designate‘‘For Boat People” on 
your contribution. We would ask that monies be 
sent in lieu of foodstuffs and clothing for 
practical and economical reasons. Receipts will 
be issued for income lax purposes.
Public Access 
To Senanus
We have sympathy with owners of property 
' on Senanus Drive in Saanichton who were 
recently hauled over, the coals by Central 
Saanich council for erecting “private property” 
signs supposedly on the public right-of-way 
adjacent to their land,
Council acted on a letter apd phone calls 
protesting the apparent closure of public access 
to the beach, however, it seems (see letter to the 
editor) beach access has not been interfered 
with, and a further complaint >— that the 
owner’s storage shed is partly located on the 
public right-of-way — will be satisfactorily dealt 
with when the owner has completed con­
struction of his house, 1
The letter points out, of course, that the 
access was only of value a.s long ns the property 
was vacant — with the construction of a house 
on the site there is no beach in the area. In other 
words, it is impossible, to interfere with beach 
access if there is no beach.
Without doubt, some people feel peeved at 
losing a favorite beauty spot formerly accessible 
only because there was no construction on the 
land, but the fact of the matter is that with the
construction, iiMoss must be faced.
i he owners Itave every right to their privacy, 
A.S well, the penliwila has many fine beaches 
with total public access.
MAyc>R seAtev BAWS Smokins, coppee from sioMey
COUMCIL. MeeTINSS, HOP/M6 TO restore piSMiry TtJ 
PRCCEEPIASS. HOlA)E\/eRL,‘WHea IHECAtS AWAVA...?
Agency Offers Help, Sanctuary
If you are a woman who 
is physically or mentally 
abused, going through a 
breakdown in your family 
or in a relationship, or in an 
unhappy situation without 
family or friends and want 
someone to talk things over 
with, call Transition House 
at 385-6611.
The house is a private 
agency funded by human 
resources and offers 
temporary accommodation 
— up to four weeks — for 
women and their children in
a co-operative living 
arrangement.
First and foremost, 
Transition House offers 
sanctuary and safety — at 
least 60 per cent of women 
come here from violent 
situations, spokesman 
Shelogh Waet says.
Women are also offered 
temporary housing and 
food, assistance in seeking 
permanent housing and 
furniture, support and 
information regarding legal 
matters, assistance and
information regarding 
welfare and other gover­
nment services, tran­
sportation when needed and 
daycare can be arranged so 
that women can make 
necessary appointments.
The house also provides 
women with an opportunity 
to meet others who are 
experiencing similar 
problems. Most women say 
when they leave here, “I 
didn’t realize others were in 
this position,” Waet says.
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YOUR COMMUNII Y 
C IIAl'lii. SLRVINCi...
, Sidney 656-2932 
3S8-5155
THE TIPE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
whqU mannS
C()MFl.i; i LSLRV1CT-. 
lUl.l.ClIOlC'lI
Ask Sands
new and used o sail and pow^ »
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
Depend on Sands
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are ‘‘Standard Times’
Undcriaking .Sociciy 
membership lee ap­
plicable iDwai d inn 
SER VICE
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
1 was disturbed to read in 
your July 11 edition that 
Central Saanich council at 
its last meeting agreed only 
to allow police chief Bob 
Miles to add one more man 
to his present force of 10.
I fully understand the 
financial side of the 
question but, in my 
opinion, we cannot afford 
to have a police force under 
staffed and consequently 
overworked, especially with 
the rising crime rate—- not 
forgetting The stupid 
juvenile vandalism \from 
which we are suffering.
F ur t h e r mo r^|V Hi e 
populat iqnT:' ^ r al;
Saanich is constahtly;-Tn^ j 
creasing; and sp^ are the' 
incoming taxes. ;
T would like to add a
compliment to Bob Miles 
and his men. The Central 
Saanich police force is 
excellent, very competent 
and always ready to help a 
citizen in any way 
necessary.
Frank G. Bass 
7025 Hagan Road 
RRl Brentwood Bay
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I am enclosing herewith 
copy of a letter which I 
have sent to the 
Municipality of Central 
Saanich in response to an 
article which ^ appeared in 
yourT paper { Wednesday; 
lJuly. 18/79. -•
The Mayor and Council," 
Municipality of Central 





I have recently read an 
article in The Sidney 
Review headlined 
‘‘Senanus Drive Property 
Owner Must Remove
Signs”. As this article
would appear to refer to my 
husband and myself, ! feel 
that I must make some kind 
of response. ^
I am : rather annoyed, 
nevertheless, that we were 
not approached about this 
matter before it was 
published in a newspaper.
I know that the Senanus 
DriyeVi sitiiation has been 
brought /in V CduiLcil. a 
number of times lately... 
Perhaps: I shouldmake it 
clear jiist what our position
We first viewed 480 
Senanus Drive ap­
proximately four years ago 
on a cold rainy day in 
January. We were not 
aware then, that this small 
par,adise had been to many 
people, a favorite picnic 
and swimming spot. I must 
say I cannot blame them as 
it is extremely beautiful.
We were amazed that r 
such a site still existed on 
the peninsula and, because 
it had always been a dream 
of ours to have a house by 
the seai wasted no time 
making arrangements to 
buy it. We did not intend to 
build for some years and 
for this .reason . Jjave not 
bothered turning people 






















Whatever happens to Abacus Cities Ltd. and its 
future looks pretty shaky right now, it will have left 
one unhappy legacy to the Town of Sidney — the 
destruction of Rest Haven General Hospital.
The development company, now in receivership, 
took an option e.trly this year on the Seventh Day 
Adventist property on Rest Haven Drive, including 
the island on which the hospital was located, and the 
process of destruction got underway almost im­
mediately.
The gracious old building was demolished and 
with it, the general aura of peace and healing which 
pervaded that part of the Saanich Peninsula since the 
hospital opened in 1921. It seemed so easy to destroy 
an institution that stood there for so many years.
Just move in a bulldozer and push it over — no 
problem.
The option was not taken up but, by that time, 
Rest Haven Hospital was no more. I suppose, to be 
fair; the hospital,would have been doomed even if 
the Abacus affair had never developed. The Seventh 
Day Adventist Church's development director, 
Walter Rogers, said, at the time, tliut a humber of 
possibilities had bceli considered since the institution 
had become redundant owing to the opening of 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital in Central Saanich. But 
the buillling was old and unsafe, and To renovate it 
would have cost a fortune.
And so, grnciou.s and serene though ll was, it had 
to go. Nothing, after nil, must stand In the way of 
progress — whatever that is,
When the three acrc Island was denuded it and the 
adjacent eight acres of Mainland shore was ad­
vertised for sale here and in Canadian cities. Asking 
price was rcpor||cd to be $3 million.
AH of this has led up to a rather tricky problem for 
the Town of Sidney. In the new community plan the 
island is designated a.s "institutional”, which would 
make it immune from development. The ptoixrty 
owner wants to designate it ns "residenllnl". The 
Island, It iiays, is an integral part of the whole 11 -acre 
property and, if it is not Included in the package, 
dwelopAre svIll not he intei'ftnlcd in bv.yini,.
The logical way to go, said Mr, Rogers, appearing 
on behalf of his church, would be for the town to 
designate the whole package as “residential" and 
opvti uj> tltc isUiid lu "liigli quality'' development. | 
"Doesn’t It bother you that the land will be | 
raped?" asked one ttldcmian, adding that I
developers, with their bottom-line mentalities, like to 
exploit every square inch of a property . |
Rogers’: response was that trade-offs or com- f 
promises with developers didn’t seem possible. They . I 
jiist dropped the whole matter if such an option was I 
offered. I
That added to the fact that the Seventh Day I 
Adventist Church needs the money which would I 
accrue from the deal to put into another helping I
institution, makes a pretty strortg case. It isn’t as I 
though the church is in it for the same profit motive I 
which h^ spurred on Abacus Cities Ltd. in the | 
construction of its large and now trembling empire. | 
No one doubts that funds accruing to the church will I 
be used to help others. I
On the other hand, in my opinion, total I 
development of the island would be a disaster. That f 
beautiful little island, if turned over to some of the | 
developers who have been busy in this part of the | 
world in the past few decades, could become an | 
obscenity. '
I suppose some sort of compromise is indicated. It | 
would be nice if Sidney could buy the island and turn I 
it into a park or haven of rest but this is unlikely, i 
Perhaps part of the island including a good piece of | 
shoreline, could be retained as institutional property | 
and tlic rcmaiiidci turned over to the wolves.
Mayor Norma Sealey says that more public input 
must be sought so that aldermen can get a sampling 
of opinion before they make a decision, It seems like 
a reasonable position to take — certainly a safe one 
for aldermen who arc probably going to get a lot of 
flak whatever their decision.
, ST; MARY’S'■ 




: ST. STEPHEN’S ::V 
11:15 a.m. Holy
Communion 
7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 





10364 McDonald Park Rd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share
Tuesday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Christ- 









Rev. R. Hbri Pratt 





One Service Only 
St. Paul’s 11:00 a.m.






71(0 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 W,il Soanich Rd. 
11:15 a,m.








11:00 a.m. Morning 
-'Prayer
. 'v'Rector'';:'''














7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor 11. E, Dawes 
656.6940
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m. - 




7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer
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I 26. Box ii
28. Roiktish
29, Kind ot cfreeie
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Rev, Ken, W. FInVl 
4794W 
Sunday, July 29 
9:45 a.m. Sunday
School
11:00 a.m. - No .services 
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‘I feel a woman
has to present 
herself as a
By SHIRLEY CULPIN 
Central Saanich Mayor Jean Butler 
is a third generation community 
leader. Her Irish immigrant grand­
father was the mayor of Tara, Ontario 
during his day, and her own father 
headed the town council in Melfort, 
Saskatchewan. Despite that 
background however, Jean Butler says 
she’s most definitely not a political 
person.
"1 just don’t play politics for the 
sake of playing politics,” she says with 
a shrug. ‘‘1 try to do what is fair, and 
in the best interests of the com­
munity.”
Political or not, Jean Butler has 
lasted 8'/2 years on the civic election 
scene. After completing a 3/2 year 
apprenticeship as an alderman she ran 
for the mayor’s seat in June, 1974, and 
was electeid. She’s been wearing that 
chain of office continuously since.
These days planning is a big concern 
for the mayor.
“1 think our community plan really 
says it all in that we have to control 
growth,” says Mrs. Butler. “And it 
has to be orderly growth in this 
municipality. Eighty per cent of our 
land is agricultural, and that leaves 
only 20 per cent of the total land 
available to us for development.”
Mayor Butler doesn’t want to see 
that 20 per cent of land become an 
exclusive hideaway for well-to-do 
people who can afford $100,(X)0 
homes, either.
“1 think we have to cater to all 
income ranges within the 
municipality,” she points out.
While Mrs. Butler admits that she
would like to have seen some of the 
municipality’s AHOP homes con­
structed on larger lots, she hastens to 
add that many of the people living in 
the developments “are really fixing the 
places up and making a home for 
themselves.”
When amalgamation of the three 
municipalities of Sidney, Central 
Saanich and North Saanich is men­
tioned, the mayor’s first reaction is a 
visible wince.
“I’ve always maintained that bigger 
doesn’t necessarily mean better,” she 
says, “although it might be feasible to 
look at the amalgamation of some 
services that are essential to ail three 
areas.”
What about a peninsula police force 
rather than the, fragmented services 
now in effect on the Saanich penin­
sula?
“At this point Central Saanich is 
studying all aspects of its policing 
costs,” says Mrs. Butler. “The idea of 
an amalgamated force could bear 
study — there might possibly be merit 
in the idea.”
Mrs. Butler isn’t particularly fussy 
about an amalgamation of peninsula 
fire services, either.
“1 feel that in many respects that 
idea would have to be decided upon by 
our volunteer firemen themselves,” 
she says. “1 feel that our own 
department is doing an excellent job 
right now, and in no way would 1 want 
to upset their morale.”
The same sort of caution marks 
most of Mrs. Butler’s other comments 
on the affairs concerning her 
municipality. She says she feels the
JEAN BUTLER
woman m 
front of men 
... I try to stay
Third Generation a lady.’
Gommimity Leader
provincial government is doirig a good 
job “but perhaps there should be a 
little more communication between 
municipal and provincial govern­
ments.”
On community involvement in 
municipal affairs: “I feel our people 
are really interested in what goes on in 
their community. This is visible by 
their attendance at council meetings, 
and the fact that they have shown a 
keen interest in their community plan.
I would say people here are really 
community oriented.”
Mayor Butler says she tries to en­
courage that sort of interest at least 
partially with the way she runs her 
council and committee meetings, 
which are all open to the public.
“We have to maintain a certain 
amount of procedure,” she says. “We 
follow Roberts’ Rules of Order, but I 
have always bent somewhat if I felt 
someone in the public gallery had 
something to contribute to our 
knowledge of whatever we were 
discussing. I always try to ac-; 
commodate members of the public
who take the trouble to come out to 
our meetings.”
Despite the power she wields, Jean 
Butler isn’t what anyone would call a 
rabid feminist. She makes a point of 
stressing that she doesn’t smoke or 
swear, and that she never wears slacks 
or pant suits to council meetings.
“1 feet a woman has to present 
herself as a woman in front of men,” 
she says. “1 respect the fact that I’m a 
female. 1 try to stay a lady.”
Asked if she feels more women 
should be involved in the political 
process, she answers: “They all have 
the same opportunity. They can run if 
they want to. If they feel they have 
something to offer, they should put up 
their names. I think women have a lot 
to offer.”
Mayor Butler says that she’s spent 
the past several years working on the 
municipal scene simply because she’s 
interested in the development of 
Central Saanich, and because husband 
Claude’s family are grass roots Central 
Saanich folks.
“I enjoy the work,” she says simply.
NORMA SEALEY
By Peggie Ro wand
I don’t remember who said, “Give 
me the first few years of a child’s life 
and you can do what you like with the 
rest” and I’m not sure that’s a 100 per 
cent accurate quote, but you’ll get the 
gist of it. Those early years count more 
than any others for learning some 
valuable lessons.
When Norma Sealey was a small 
child she was taught not to babble 
indiscriminately. Her grandfather — 
whom she adored — always insisted 
that his grandchildren be able to argue 
a point, they had to know what they 
were talking about before they could 
indulge in debate. Once that was 
established the children had their say 
— and it was great training for Norma.
One might say she has found her 
place in the scheme of things as mayor 
of Sidney, tis a result of her grand­
father’s injunction. Because Norma is 
high on the rules of debate, bringing 
order, method and logic to the running 
of council.
There has to be a fair degree of 
structure to implement the business;
f ilf women doriT' intehd- to spend 
those first few years with their children 
then they shouldn’t have any, she says. 
“On the other hand, if a marriage 
breaks up and a woman is left with 
small children then society should 
provide her with sufficient money to 
be able to stay with them.”
She isn’t ambitious. Some municipal 
politicians see such community service 
as a jumping off spot for the 
provincial scene, but the mayor has no 
such inclinations.
“I’m a people person. 1 like to deal 
with people on a face-to-face basis. 
I’m not sure 1 would like the detach­
ment required for the provincial or 
federal scene.”
Norma’s a nostalgic person, deeply 
committed to her Scottish heritage (she 
learned to play the pipes in her teens). 
One of her ancestors — a MacKenzie 
— came over from Scotland in The 
Hector in 1773, landing at Pictou, 
Nova Scotia,
She’s a doer and a pragmatist. Her 
private life seemingly as wcU ordcred 
as her role on council. She waited, for 
instance, until her children were in
" But she ? believes; in equal Op^"' 
pbftunities for women “and along ^ 
with that, equal rewards for Vvork’’; 
When Norm^ii first became involved in 
civic politics, it was uncommon for 
women to be elected, and they had tp 
work harder for that reason, she says.
Yes, some men are resentful of 
women who achieve position, Norma 
says. “How do 1 handle it? Very 
delicately. If people feel that strongly I 
don’t think there’s anything I can say 
that will change their point of view, I 
can only plug along and try to con­
vince them that I’m an equal.”
Norma gave the following answers 
to questions on the Sidney municipal
scene:
‘I ask no 
quarter and
1 give none.’
rules of order help the meeting to flow, 
she says.
But Nonm isn’t a cold and 
cfticulnling machine. She admits to 
being traditional and sentimental, 
She’s tough -- “I ask no quarter and 1 
give none”, rcf«rr?ng to the mtinfclpal 
scene, and she’s vulnerable — ”1 could 
weep for latchkey kids”.
She's not n strong feminist but she’s 
yciy fciitiiiittc, wuiiianly. And she ha.', 
very decided views on the family. "I 
could Incut the wrath of feminists by 
saying a woman’s place Is with her 
children,” ilsc says. .
their teens before she went back to 
university to qualify as a teacher. 
Everything in Us pl.ice and at the right 
time.
She grew up In a family when the 
women always accepted their rigltt to 
havi; an equal say in affair*. Does she 
think women arc represented suf­
ficiently in municipal politics?
"I never traded on that, never 
umupaigitcd ou that hind of rhe 
says, "I would prefer not to be elected 
on that basts, but as a person, because 
people thipk 1 can do n job — not 
;bccavi5.e1')mfl woman.” ■ ‘
“and right now 1 have the time to 
devote as much energy as required to 
the job. I have no children, and I think 
that if you’re a good organizer you can 
do both jobs — home and work — 
quite ably.”
The men who have surrounded her 
since her election to the mayor’s seat 
have never shown any resentment at 
the fact she’s a woman, says Mrs. 
Butler.
“I don’t think I’ve ever had to 
‘prove myself’ to the men I’ve worked 
with,” she says. “1 think what I’ve 
done in the past and what I’m doing 
now shows my capability and sincerity. 
And as far as my husband is concerned
1 think he’s really quite proud of
me.
There’s no telling how much longer 
Jean Butler will remain as mayor of 
the municipality of Central Saanich. 
But there’s one thing for sure — she’s 
not interested in any higher form of 
political gambit.
“I’m not,” she admits, “politically 
ambitious. My interest lies within my 
own community. I wouldn’t, for 
instance, want to be elected as an MLA 
and go into the legislature and play 
politics the way they do. 1 don’t think 
there’s room for that in a group that is 
supposed to be conducting the public’s 
business.”
wm
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Q; What do you see as the biggest 
problem facing the municipality?
A: Without doubt the community 
plan. Establishing the general direction 
in which the community is going.
Q: Where do you stand in relation to 
progress and development?
A; The majority of people, I believe, 
want to maintain the status quo, but 
there is room for some development. 
Take the industrial area. It could 
develop a lot more and it would be 
good for the community by 
broadening the tax btese.
The commercial core needs a face 
lift as much as anything. I’ve had 
discus.sions v/lth chamber president 
Denis Paquette who seems to agree. 
Beacon Avenue and the core needs 
upgrading and we’re exploring the 
possibility of developing a theme for 
the town. Some sec this as a tourist 
potential but it's also important forthe 
people In town, those who live here.
With regard to residential 
development, I realize there's a 
potential for more in the community 
plan in its provision for medium 
density, close to the core on the north 
side of Beacon. Some there wouldn't 
be a bad thing. I’m not a "high rise” 
person. There arc a lot of problems 
associated with this , . . fire protec­
tion, for example,
Qt Should the mayor and aldermen 
take any .steps to combat public apathy 
toward municipal politics?
A: I wish 1 could wave a magic wand 
mid cure this! That's the big problem 
with the community plan. People 
don’t realize what it means to them. 
It’s difficult for council to do anything 
about public apathy. The media, I 
think, has to bring things forvvard to 
the people, make them aware of the
ini&ticsi
Q; Should Sidney, North Saanich 
and Central Saanich munlcipalltici 
amalgamate?
At The issue came up — for Sidney 
and North Saanich only — about 10 
years ago when I was an alderman on 
mnnrll. f fnvorH It nf that lime, There 
was a public hcarini and a referendum 
— it was a close thing but it was 
defeated. Amalgamation hasn’t been 
raised seriously since then.
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broideried summer blouses
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Blouses 
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Beach Topsl
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Peninsula Police News
1 hievcs have rtiade off 
,viii; a variety q! car stereo 
;uiupnuMi?: in Ci-'cntral
Saanich during the past 
week.
On July 18 Robert Lee of
Slfloei.Veterinary Service
-DR.. EM DAHL, D. V.M.
' &
DR. M.S. DAHL, D. V.M.
_.ai ae & .Small Animals
ieacon .h ve.





Mon.-Fri. 9-12 am 
1-5 pm 
Sat. 9-12 am
West Saanich Road 
reported , the theft of two 
mini-stereo speakers from 
his-vehicle. The speakers, 
valued at .,$150 were ob­
tained when thieves forced 
their i way through the sun 
roof of Lee’s car.
Dan Martens of Lucille 
Drive has reported the theft 
of a tape deck from his car 
on July 19. The equipment, 
valued at $120, was^ 
recovered about 10 feet 
from the car. And Diane 
Sadler of Turgoose Terrace 
also reported July 19 that 
stereo car speakers had 
been lifted from her car. 
They were valued at $140.
The latter two vehicles
had been left unlocked.
* * *
at West Saanich Road and 
Wallace Drive July 21 at 
5:25 p.m.
Ed Campbell, 41, Of 
Clark Road, Brentwood, 
has been ticketted for 
‘‘following too close.” 
Other vehicles involved in 
the incident were driven by 
Rona Wood of Mt. Newton 
X Road and Bernard Lewis 
ofKnute Way, Brentwood.







A new Volkswagen 
owned by Shun Chow of 
Woodward Drive suffered 
$2,000 worth of damage 
July 19 when Mrs. Chow 
struck a retaining wall while 
backing out of her 
driveway. Mrs. ^how, after 
hitting the wall, then put 
the vehicle into drive and 
accidentally hit the gas 
pedal rather than the 
brakes, ramming the car 
into the wall of her house, 
say police, and her carport.
B.C. Gov't Ferries
i.fv/.'y
>■- : ■ttT ■ Forry To Anacofjpsv'vW f 4"
ROAD; SIDNEY
Len Vose of the Pat Bay 
Highway has reported the 
theft of two automobile 
wheel rims valued at $80. 
The rims were taken from 
Vose’s unlocked basement.
Quick action by a Central 
Saanich resident and the 
police resulted in charges 
being laid against a Victoria 
man at 9:23 p.m. July 19.
The area resident 
called police after a car 
allegedly driven by Stan 
Petne; 35, hit a tree in the 
resident’s driveway. The 
resident look down the 
license number of the car 
; and contacted ' police 
because he suspected the 
driVer vvas drunk. Police 
gave chase, finally catching 
:; up with I the yehiclO"' at; 
.Claremont arid; Pat; Bay 
Highway. Charges of 
impaired driving and 
V refusing tp submit a breath;
■• sample have been laid as a,
: result ot theririciderittt t P
- Damage totalled $2,100 
q -followirig a chain reaction'
rear end; collision incident;
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Central Saanich firemen 
put out a large beach fire at 
10:42 p.m. Sunday after it 
was discovered the fire had 
been lit without a permit.
* * *
Two people in Central 
Saanich were charged with 
po.ssession of marijuana 
during the weekend. The 
first was nabbed when he 
was stopped by police for 
speeding, and the second 
was caught at a picnic.
Vandals struck Sidney 
Auto Sales on Beacon 
Avenue July 20, damaging 
the hoods to three cars. 
They were also responsible 
for damage to an oil tank 
on Aldous Terrace, tearing 
the fuel line and vent pipe 
off the tank. A resident on 
Madrona was also vic­
timized -7 he discovered 
July 19 that someone had 
put white paint all over his 
sundeck.
The house of former 
Sidney alderman Jim Lang 
was the target for wilful 
damage sometime between 
July 14 and 18. The Langs 
returned from holiday to 
find a beer glass had been 
thrown through a window 
on their properly.
Three units were brbkpn 
into and vandalized at 
Irnpala; Camping World 
j uly 19. Damage was 
estimated at $225. - ■
And on July 18 thieves’ 
haul from a boat moored at 
Canoe Cove included a 
Rockwell electric jigsaw 
and a set of blades, 50-f6ot 
- extension cord, a; hand 
planer and miscellaneous 
“'tools.'''’'v;
Cbritiniied from Page 4 
been posted as “private 
property.” ,
Many, times we arrived to 
spend a few, hours only to' 
find the place overrun with 
picnickers and .divers. We 
said nothing then but now 
that we are building, feel we 
have a right to a certain 
amount of privacy. 1 believe 
this is no more than you 
would wish in, your own 
homes.
The beach access is there!
We have npver tried to 
hide or disguise it and in 
fact, would consider it a 
crime to do so.
I think, excepting for the 
work shack, which may 
stand a few feet over the 
line, you will find that our 
signs arc not out of place.
We have had lumber, 
topsoil and various articles 
stolen from the property in 
the last few years and this is 
the reason for the sign on 
the shack. This structure 
will of course be removed as 
soon as construction is 
completed.
It is merely something in 
which to store tools etc. and 
in no way interferes with
public. This is heritage 
stuff.- If you want it 
preserved, there’s a petition 
at Pat Bay Store. ' '
G.Lavvrie, 
10255 W. Saanich Rd..
Editor, The Review, Sir:
My^ house has been 
burglarized, my ducks 
killed by raccoons, my 
garden vandalized by deer, 
and to cap it all the Capital 
Regional District sends a 
high paid man, with a high 
priced vehicle around to 
leech on my small income, 
with a $20.00 dog licence.
When I raised sheep 1 
kept „ a couple of well 
trained dogs and a ready 
shot gun to protect my 
animals; wc did not 
penalize every dog owner 
when .something molested 
our livestock.
If the C.R.O. will
compensate me for my 
ducks, my garden, and 
protect my home from 
burglars then I will pay the 
high priced extortion to 
own a dog; however 1 
would recommend- the 
sheepmen be supplied with
well trained dogs to protect 
their flocks from the 
proceeds of these ex­
tortionate levies.
If ever the C.R.D. invited 
another Boston Tea Party 
on Saturna they are surely 
asking for it now.
1 would suggest the $2.00 
licence we purchased from 
the RCMP be reinstated 
with the free permit for 
farmers and those needing a 
dog for protection from 
vandalism. An old age 
pensioner is in no condition 
to chase deer and coons 
from his garden or protect 
his home from burglars.
Many living alone need the 
comfort of a good dog.
To the sheepmen a ready 
shotgun and a couple of 
well trained dogs.
To the C.R.D. use your 
heads and don’t dump 
Saturna in with the ur­
banized districts, else you 
spell the death knell of the 
C.R.D., which can do much 
good if sanely operated. We
















I / >,TwpA Saari|ch . Peninsula. 
; student;s;^fme;|:ie;en awarjdefd, 
j 4^H scholarships; based;,on
iipgH0P;fliENDflNT:;
required for
fHE PANORAMA LEISURE CENTRE
Peninsula Recreation Commission
i'i‘
V'Appiictriions arcribeing' received for the above position, in 
•PhkaiCSiiO!!.,' V 'q ,'k'; ' :
• ApnlicfiiU', lujiri display a mature and responsible attitude. Some mechanical 
, background is rLesivablc. -■ ; ■• • , / , ■'
;::^a^v■:'ce^s!lli appliearii.s will be reqilired loiperfbrm all duties relating-to the skatc- 
::’q-ik-ip, '1 ills iucludc.s maintenance of skates, rental of the afore-mentioned,,and 
upkccpdr iiuf skateshbp in general.
.Applications:;V,-ill be received hy Barry Rus.sell or Karen Brownscy, at the 
l.iii.MiieCenire, 18S5l-ore.st Park Drive, Sidney, B.C.
t hei r ' academic 
; a c h,i e V e m e ri t, c p o s t
;:secorida;ry 1 educational 
plansb and : background in 
the 4-H mbvemerit. - 
; farsame -; G bof
Sidney, has been awarded 
the largest;: of the- 13 
scholarships, an $800 grant 
known , as the Cainadian 
National Exhibition 
.scholarship.
Phyllis Delamerc, of 
Brentwood Bay, has won a 
: $250 Buckerfield’s Ltd 
scholarship.
The awarding of 4-H 
scholarships in B.C. began 
in 1956 with the establish 
ment of the CNE 
scholarship. The recipient 
of that award is presented 
with the scholarship at a 
ccrcmony’in Toronto in late 
August.
the actual“beach access.” 1 
might make the suggestion 
that as there is no ‘‘beach” 
this area, possibly the - 
access was only of value as 
long as our peoperty was 
available to the public.
Would it be out of line to 
suppose that we are also 
the public” and is it so 
terrible that we make use of 
few feet of this road for a 
matter of months?
May 1 also point out that 
the Mayor and Aldermen of 
Centra] Saanich have 
viewed this situation en 
masse. We received no 
intimation at that time that 
we had done anything 
illegal.;c '
Perhaps }VAudrey ; 
Winkhenhauer!’ would 
provide us with her address 
so that; .we may have a 
picnic on.her front lawnf 
Maybe the qlady . who : 
removed some- of ; pur - 
topsoil will ;reciprocate;a,nd 
possible; the persons :who ; 
took; some; pf(,pur Jumbef ; 
will feturn it! Alternati-velyk ; 
maybe ; the .Council j^q:an A 
. ePrrieff-to}: |^rri;^||,dfenrii.te q
decisipnq^garding parking; 
pri qSen^usq Drive. ;5This;.q 
wotild, appear to me, lo be 
; t h ei A m o s t , ; r e a so n ab 1 e, 
solution to aisilly waste of 
everyone’s time.
, We can of course, call the 
police every time someone 
trespasses! After reading 
recent newspaper reports 1 
\Vould think they have more 
important matters to attend 
to.
In closing 1 request that 
in future you, speak to my 
husband or myself with 
respect to problems such as 
this before your comments 
arc made, available to the 
news media. 1 think you will • 
find us reasonable and 
cooperative. ,
Yours truly, 
[Mrs.) E.J. Daniganrtl 
480 Senainiis Drive 
Saanieliton
fried chicken
IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE, BRENTWOOD BY BAY.
mBM iEW MlilGEMENf
ICE CREAM — SHAKES — FRIED CHICKEN 
— HAMBURGERS -— SANDWICHES —
" chips;''
Open 7 days a week 









'UNION ' '' "
With 8-Iocation convenience.
Here's your money when you 
need i t/ a t j us 118 cen Is a cheque. 
But the best part, is that with our 
super compu ter system you can 
deposit and withdraw at any of 
our 8 branches. Montlily i 
statements? Of course.
■ ; -k'- k . -".k fsS-''
Etiilor, The Review, Sir:
Your ihoughtful, rather 
beauliful editorial on 
Canoe Cove Marina (June 
27) acknowledged the 
‘‘business point of view” of 
tltc inoposed c.xpnnsion, 
but it pul the real issues on 
a higher plane and in .so 
doing pul the Sidney 
Review there too. Could the 
June 27 editorial gem be 
repeated for those 
vacationing who mighl have 
missed it?
ilungry marinas have 
already gobbled up, 
deiialured and, pollmed 
most of the best of our 
coastline, Nortli Saanich 
Aldt'nnan Farthing states 
titerc are now 2250 berths in 
the Canoe Bay/Tsclmm 
Harbour area — or one for 
every yard of the distance 
between Swartz Head and 
Armstrong Point.
One betih per ynrd is 
over-population, over- 
pollmlon, over-congestion; 
and to consider granting 
anotlicr 4..5 acres of 
foteshore is super-Magoo in 
its short-slglnfdness. Trie 
very arithmetic of it is 
alarming, when yon 
consider what tlie 4.S tici es 
of foreshore has tb be 
subtracted fromi the little 
remaining imitine coastal 
’'sanctum y of bcatity and 
safe anchorage" for the
Flic Heart voUmtecr who 
calls on yon ui, Itome will 
leave beliind, valuable 
cdiuraiioa.il Information,
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Hermsen Construction Victors In 3rd Annual Sidney Tournament
By Tom Cronk 
Hermsen Construction 
emerged the victors from 
the Third Annual Sidney 
Invitational fastball 
tournament, as a result of 
their fine defensive play and 
almost suicidal base run­
ning tiis weekend.
The junior nine were 
undefeated during the three
day event that placed 12 
teams in contention for the 
honors. The road to victory 
was by no means easy, and 
included two critical vic­
tories against a well-known 
local power-house, 
Brentwood Merchants.
Although the older 




Suitable Travel Agency, Accountant, Insurance, 
Real Estate, Bookstore.
Contact Montreal Trust 
Doug Scott 656-3924 29-2
definitely the stronger 
contenders at the plate, and 
home runs became the 
order of the day.
Brentwood defeated 
Harvey’s in a battle for 
second place, but not 
before seven homers had 
been launched from the 
park, and were barely 
contained by Hermsen 
when they unloaded a few 
more blasts during a wild 
comeback drive in the final
game.
Third place Harvey’s
Sporting Goods had a 
tough draw and battled 
courageously with the 
outstanding help of Dick 
Michaud and Gavin Bland. 
A first game loss creates 
great hardships for any 
team during a tourney, and 
their continuous struggle 
through the loser’s bracket 
was exciting to watch.
Fourth place in the 
tournament went to 
Wright’s Jewelers, of 
Duncan, who lost to 
Harvey’s during Sunday’s
mid-day heat. Earl Morris, 
Wright’s pitcher, won the 
pitching trophy for his 
efforts, however, by 
allowing only two earned 
runs in the 19 innings he 
pitched. Earl also recorded 
27 strike-outs, during the 
tournament.
Frank Scott, one of 
Harvey’s veteran infielders, 
won the batting title with an 
impressive .600 average, 
and Wayne Phillips, 
Hermsen’s pitcher, won the 
MVP trophy.
Phillips was in contention 
for the pitching trophy until 
he was called in to relieve 
during the final game. The 
extra earned runs against 
his record could not detract 
from the outstanding 
performance that he 
delivered for the hit-weak 
junior squad, however, and 
the statistics committee 
should be applauded for 
their wise choice.
Other entrants in the 
tournament were Remco 
Office Systems and
Ingraham, of Heywood 
Ave.; Sidney Hotel, 
Albany/Breakers and 
Prairie Inn, of Sidney; 
Linwood Homes (Van­
couver); Langdon Logging 
(Saltspring); and Royal Oak 
Inn, from the Juan de Fuca 
league.
Prairie Inn coach and 
Sidney league vice-president 
Don Boon said that there 
will be one more tour­
nament this season, on the 
10th of September, the 
weekend following the
Labor Day holiday.
This will be an all-star 
tournament between teams 
from the local recreational 
league in the name of 
Wayne Bull, the Prairie Inn 
player who was paralyzed 
last season.
Le^igue play will soon
culminate in the league 
playoffs but there are still 
some fierce battles waging 
for playoff positions. 
Sanscha Park will be an 
exciting place for the next 
few weeks, and local fans 
should make every attempt 




See our new stock of Electronic Digital 
Games.
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Three contentious issues, 
namely the expansion of the 
Canoe Cove Marina, the 
report on the wharf at Deep 
Cove, and letters of 
complaint regarding water 
supply problems and their 
resulting financial dif­
ficulties, were relegated to 
committees during Mon­
day’s meeting of the North 
Saanich council.
Letters from Brent R. 
Simmons, W.B. Whitby 
and George A. Wood, 
stating opposition to the 
planned Canoe Cove 
Marina expansion', were in 
that problem’s special file, 
and were re-directed to 
Committee A, who will 
entertain a presentation by 
Canoe Cove at their next 
meeting.
The letters state that 
Canoe Cove is the only safe 
anchorage in the area, and 
one even calls for public





The report from Graham 
and Murray Consultants 
regarding the Deep Cove 
wharf was made available 
to members of council, 
although it did not appear 
to meet with a great deal of 
favor by some aldermen. 
The document was 
ultimately forwarded to the 
Advisory Planning 
Commission.
The third issue, that of 
water supply and its cost, 
was referred to the utility 
committee, following a 
brief perusal of submissions 
by L.J. Forsythe and 
Murray F. Kosick (D.M.D).
Mr. Kosick wrote 
regarding future plans on 
Lands End Road for
development, which he is 
afraid will place many
septic tanks directly above 
" his present water supply. 
He has no qualms about the 
first two conditions by 
which he could receive 
water from the utility
system, which are a $150
hook-up fee, and a $500
i
'5
A 700-pound anchor 
brought up near Sidney 
Wharf by Rimpac Divers 
July 14 has not been 
identified yet. Chick 
Goodman said Tuesday.
Goodman, who directs 
Diver instructor courses 
was in the water with
impost fee.
Condition three, the 
installation of a six inch 
water line from Lands End 
Road to his property line, is 
the stumbling block. 
According to Kosick’s 
research of pipe costs, it 
could not be accomplished 
at a cost of less than $4,(KK), 
which he says he definitely 
cannot afford.
Add to the cost the fact 
that there is no need, ac­
cording to Kosick, for a six 
inch main because there can 
be no further development 
in the immediate vicinity of 
his home as a result of 
recent subdivisions.
L.J. Forsythe also 
submitted a letter to 
council; a scathing note of 
denouncement with regards 
to $1,000 hook-up fee to 
obtain a water supply ih the 
Aldous Terrace vicinity.
“I know it is the policy of 
this municipality to 
disassociate itself as much 
and wherever possible from 
civic improvements — hov/ 
else could you have that 
huge bank balance if you 
spent money on road
improvements and things 
like sewage and water,’’ he 
wrote.
Mr. Forsythe stated in his 
letter that his well water has 
been contaminated for the 
past two years due to “. . . 
a vast supply of sewage 
flowing down the hill to the 
west of us.” “. . . And for 
this purpose we have now 
for two years picked up five 
gallon pails from Mr. 
Cole.”
Mr. Cole is a neighbor 
who has a water supply 
from Amity Drive.
Forsythe concluded his 
letter with the statement, 
“. . . apart from new house 
owners who just include 
this charge in the ‘cost’ of 
the house, there will be few 
residents occupying older 
homes who will come up 
with $1,000.”
Other council business 
with regard to water supply 
was approval of $5,000 for 
a study of future water links 
(to the year 2000) for lands 
north of Mactavish Road, 
including Ardmore, Union 
Bay, Coles Bay and through 
to Canoe Cove.
The Capital Regional 
District was requested to 
make the study in con­
junction with their own 
study of a water line to 
Horth Hill, and has agreed 
to do so, using the com­
munity plan to project 
population densities to the 
year 20(K).
The $5,000 price tag was 
suggested taken from the 
general surplus, by Aid. 
James Camming, but 
Mayor Westwood said that 
the auditors would not react 
favorably to that 
manoeuvre. He said it 
would be better taken from 
the contingency fund.
Municipal clerk E.F. 
Fairs agreed with the 
mayor, and through a 
resulting . motion, the 
money was provided for 
from the contingency fund.
“I do not care where it 
comes from,” said Aid. 
Cumming, “as long as the 
utility does not have to foot 
the bill. The utility’s job is 
to supply and distribute 
water, not to be involved in 
planning.”
If you have an unpublished 
manuscript complete or almost com­
plete, write Publishing House, 4325 
Steeles Ave. West, Downsview 
(Toronto), Ontario, M3N 1V7 for 
further information about how you can 
have your manuscript turned into a 
book.
We publish fiction, non-fiction, 
poetry, textbooks, autobiographical, 
juvenile and even controversial books.
MYSTERY ANCHOR STILL UNIDENTIFIED
students when the point of 
the anchor was seen about 
300 feet from the shore, 
right off the boat ramp. 
Now esconced outside his 
store on 5th Street, 
Goodman is trying to 
identify the ship which 
originally carried the an-
chor.
A couple of people have 
come forward with some 
ideas, Goodman said. 
“Frank Ferdette says he 
had an old shipmate on the 
Ellis Land. This man 
juthped ship in Sidney and 
apparently told Ferdette the 
Ellis Land: had lost its 
anchor in Sidney Harbor.” ;
But, Goodman says, the 
^ Ellis' Land was a^^ f^
masted barque and he 
believes it would have 
carried a bigger anchor.
Another man told 
Goodman a Victoria pile 
driving barge lost an anchor 
when it overturned in 
Sidney Harbor in 1940. ^
But Goodman would still ; 
like to hear from anyone 
else who might have a clue 
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Owners of houseboats 
may find themselves in for a 
bit of a tax break, providing 
their craft . meet certain 
provisions.
The ministry of 
municipal affairs has 
announced that certain 
float homes will now be 
eligible for the provincial 
home owner grant, which 
involves a tax rebate.
To qualify, the float 
• homes must be designed as 
a residence and must be the 
principal residence of the 
owner. In addition, the 
craft must be anchored for 
more than two months in a 
marina, and must possess a 
municipal certificate 
verifying compliance with 
applicable bylaws,
The final condition of the 
rebate is that the owner 
must not Itave received a 
provincial home acquisition 
grant or loan on behalf of 
the float home.
Floitl home owners living 
on the Saanich Peninsula 
may obtain more in­
formation regarding 
governing bylaws from 
their respective 
municipalities. Municipal 
offices will also have 
available the ccriificatcs 
declaring the eligibility of 




Monday — 10 a.m. dunce 
for fun, billiards, quilting; 
noon lunch, swim club; 7 
p.m. chess.
Tuesday —- 10 n.m. 
Scranaders' practice, 
painting; noon lunch: I 
p.m. whist, palming; 7 p.m. 
shiifflcboard and night 
games. ,,
Wednesday noon, hot 
dinner; 1 p.m. mah-Jong; 7 
p.m. duplicate bridge.
Thursday — 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling; noon 
lunch; 1 p.m. bridge; 7 p.m. 
crib.
Friday 10 am, k«p 
fit, senior ceramics, 
quilting; noon lunch; 1:30 
p.m. Silver "I’V Bells 
puicliu., 2 p.m. j»K,ku; 7 
p.rn. evening cards,
Saturday and Sunday 
1 to 4 p.m. open for drop 
ins,aiiaaiiiiMi'wawiaiwiigw[<MR<Miainiitiw















16 oz. (454g) Loaf; .
.^1.65
...1.09
Ice Cream Sandwich ’1.89
AS! Pyrp0S0 Coffee ffteg) bag..^2.49
Bri(|uiets w tag ^2.57
Cheese Spread is.2 'b-sti 90jar i)iii£s^
Tang Cr]|slalsS"<57„.M.. .-.1.29
Umonade S'sS, n 79.. .. JL i # ^
Potato Chips ,» .,,......79*
Iced Tea Mix t...* 9Q
Viva Toweis 2 S’1.09
; F H , 01!: i lliig- coDlalner .....^2.39
MljkltA Tllfri's Cloverlaaf Snllri1 or. (W8g) tin................ ?1 £0...... 4»»nr«#
•'— ------‘‘yrtllwiMiMlilMlIti^ir-"- *......................................................................................................... ---------------------------------------------------- -----------
Bathroom Tissue
Truly Fino 24 • 4 roll packagos ■ • •
Fruit Drinks
Empross 12 • 48 oz. |1.36LJ tins
Tomatoes
Town Houso 24 • 19 fl. oz. |539 ml) tins .....
Mushrooms







Anchor *11 *3 flfl D “ JI wldomouth T | | |I*bC Magic Dutton
box of 12 Jw 1 wldomoiith box of 12




4 99A s wr
C; Baloir rMnk or Rog. Frozon 
Concontroto 12'4 fl. oz. jSSS mlj cont.
Kitchen Croft





14 fl.oz. 1397 mil tins
'Tovrn House
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or Roast Center Cut/ 
Single loin (*4.36 kg)
Gainers. Assorted Varieties. 
24 oz. (679g) package..
Safeway thin sliced. 
Assorted Varieties. 3 oz.
Safeway or Feltchers 16 oz.
Sliced & Deveined in mono cups(*3.73 kg) .......
Olympic Pure Frozen. 1 lb. (454g) package 
Schneiders. Chicken or Beef steak. 2 - 4 oz. (7-113g) package ea
Pepsodent
Toothpaste




Available) from all slides oxcopt "110" 







Sponge Mop . ea.^N'T^




Corn Holders .... ea.0i7
B.C. Field No. 1 Grade 
('1.08 kg).... ....
California Grown ('1.52 kg) 
Size 72's (Medium)
B.C. Green . . . . . ^
Golden Grove Orange or Grapefruit. 
IL. Tetrabrik . ...... .....
■3* ■ '-T'*
•-? A Selloum 6” plants. . ^ ^
Safeway Soccer





July 23 to 29
111 your friondly
We reserve the right to limit quantities, Sold in retail Quantities Only
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II was the end of a long, 
hot horse show circuit. 
Nonetheless, dozens of 
riders, horses and grooms 
showed up at the 
Saanichton fairgrounds 
Friday and Saturday to 
participate in a varied slate 
of events.
Quarter Horse en­
thusiasts from all over 
•Vancouver Island and the 
lower mainland, as well as 
from United States, worked 
their way through 
everything from English 
pleasure classes to western- 
type classes designed to test 
the speed and agility of the 
horses that for so long have 
been an integral part of
Life has changed a lot 
during the past few decades 
for the tough little Quarter 
Horses, so named because 
of their incredible . speed 
over a race course of a 
quarter of a mile. Once 
relegated to a hard life of 
work on large cattle ran­
ches, prized for their cow 
sense and their endurance, 
they are now largely used as 
pleasure and show animals.
It wasn’t uncommon 
during the shows at 
Saanichton to see horses 
with a price tag of $15,000, 
and the glittering silver on 
the saddles and immaculate
outfits of the horsemen 
showing them attested to 
the fact that many more 
thousands of dollars had 
been poured into the whole 
effort.
And, while their cattle 
working abilities are still 
displayed via a variety of 
classes at many shows, the 
stocky, versatile little horses 
have also entered a new 
domain — it’s not un­
common anymore to see
•se Show
them turned out in English 
saddles and bridles, with a 
correctly attired rider on 
their backs, right down to 
the traditional velvet hard 
hat.
Things may have changed 
for Quarter Horses over the 
years, but after two days of 
watching them being 
pampered and primped, it’s 
hard to believe that the 
change has been for 
anything but the better.
YOUNG EXHIBITORS, as spiffily turned 




(TV, Stage, and Radio)
PATRICK HUGHES
Vocal/Guitar
APPEARING IN THE LOUNGE 
8 p.m. till Midnight 
SAMPLE THE SUPERB FOOD
m THE
FAMILY
Shirley Culpin 2280 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1176
BIG HA T oh a very little girl may offer a bit; 




-----—.. / iV----------- ------------- ... ■ ■ ' ’ . .
SPACE AGE CONTRAST — the old world of working range horses 
arid wide open spaces carrier Sun day to the new world of cramped,
austere :housing 
at t h e S a a n i c h t o n 
fairgrounds.-. •




38 MP6 Highway 
- 24MPGCity
In white. 4-specd manual transmission, duraspark 
electronic ignition system, rack and pinion 
steering, front disc brakes and deluxe wheci 
covers. Cloth and vinyl bucket seats, mini­
console, protective vinyl coating, electric rear 
window defroster, light group, deiuxe hodysidc 
mouldings. Stock No. 9-627.
EASY BANK FINANCIHG
i9l(]icffr^m stock'
2-Doots, 3-Ooots, Station Wagons,
14 Cyl., 6 Cyl. - Standard and Automatic
FORD Service
SiLVERTHORNE’S
NATURAL WOOLS & GIFTS
■ , 1952MILLS'X^ROAD. ,
r:V [Across the Pat Bay Highway] - y
^■;;y,y, Bolt Lace., r,..-',.
■ i;'".' Miniature,Dolls
Brassware & Kerosene Lanips - ,
MAUREEN KELLY 656-1467
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11 Marqui* ... Monarch ... XophyrBobcatFiostii
ooMdMAiU Capri,.Cougar,.Ford Trucks..Sale Buy Uiotl Cars
3377 DOUGIAS at SAANICH RD. 386-6131
fimm
Family Restaurant
812 VEHDIi n. IIUENT WQ(»1) HAY
FGR aSINESE FOOD -
DINE IN - TAKE OUT
Open Daily at 11 a mi 
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SUNDECK COATING DEMO 
Sat., July 28th 
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
OKA y, JUDGE, look her over!
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residents planning to travel 
the world might find it 
worthwhile to consider a 
course being offered this 
fall through the Canadian 
Esperanto Association.
Based in Sidney, the 
group will conduct clas.ses 
in the universal language at 
the Ardmore Golf Course 
multi-purpose centre 
beginning this September. 
Those interested in learning 
the language can contact 
the association at P.O. Bo.x 
2067, Sidney.
Following is an account 
by translator M. Claude 
Piron on his e.Kperienccs 
with Esperanto and the 
scepticism that has 








They said to me when 1 
was little, “Don’t be afraid 
to ask your way. Use your 
tongue and you’ll go to the 
ends of the world.’’ But 
only a few kilometres away 
another language was in 
use. To turn to someone in 
the street was useless.
They said to me, “With 
English you can make 
yourself understood 
anywhere in the world 
But in a Spanish village 1 
saw a French and a Swedish 
car collide; the drivers were 
unable to communicate 
with each other or with the 
police. In a town in 
Thailand 1 saw an agonized
tourist trying to explain his 
symptoms to a local doctor; 
utter failure. 1 worked for 
U.N. and M.O.S. in all of 
the world’s five great land 
masses and found out in 
Guatemala, in Bulgaria, in 
the Congo, in Japan, and in 
many other countries, that 
outside of the major hotels 
and airports, English was 
useless.
- They said to me, 
“Thanks to translations 
even the most remote 
cultures are now accessible 
to all. But when I compared 
translations with the 
originals, I saw so many 
errors in meaning, so many 
omissions, so many abuses 
in the style of writing, that 1 
could only conclude that 
translation into our 
languages is a violation. 
They said to me that the 
Western World wanted to 
help the Third World while, 
at the same time, respecting 
its local cultures. But 1 saw 
that the very use of English 
and French brought about 
the strongest pressures. I 
saw that, without any 
consideration for the 
language dignity of 
another, we imposed OUR 
language,, from the very 
start, in order to com­
municate with him. And 1 
saw the countless problems 
that the local instructors 
met because the western 
technicians did not know 
the regional tongues and
there were no textbooks to 
guide them.
They said to me, 
“Widespread public in­
struction • will guarantee 
equality of opportunity to 
the children of all levels of 
society.” And 1 saw, 
principally in the Third 
World, rich families .send 
their young to Britain and 
U.S.A. to learn English, 
and 1 saw the masses, still 
locked within the confines 
of their native tongue, 
subjected to this or that 
propaganda with no 
outside, wider horizon, 
held, again by language, 
down to an inferior socio­
economic status.
They said to me, 
“Esperanto has failed.’’ 
And 1 saw, in a European 
mountain village, children 
glibly communicating with 
Japanese visitors after only 
six months of instruction in 
that language.
They said to me, “The 
human factor is lacking in 
Esperanto.’’ 1 learned the 
language, 1 read its poetry 
and listened to its songs. In 
that language, 1 received the 
confidences of Brazilians, 
Irani, Poles, and even of a 
young fellow from 
Uzbekistan. And here am 1 
. . . once a professional 
translator . . . and must 
confess that those con­
versations were the most 
spontaneous and
meaningful that I have ever 
had in a foreign language.
They said to me, 
“Esperanto is the end of 
everything cultural.” But in 
eastern Europe, in Latin 
America, and in Asia, 
wherever Esperantists 
accepted me, I To i out 
that almost all we. more 
‘cultured’ than their 
countrymen at the same 
socio-economic level. And 
when 1 attended in­
ternational debates in that 
language, the intellectual 
level truly impressed me.
Of course 1 talked about 
it to those around me. 1 
said, “Come! Look! Here’s 
something extraordinary 
... a language that solves 
the communication 
problem among peoples. 1 
saw a Hungarian and a 
Korean discussing 
philosophy and politics in 
that language with in­
credible fluency, only two 
years after starting to learn 
it. And 1 saw this, that, and 
the other...”
But they said to me, “It’s 
not to be taken seriously. 
And, anyway, that 
language is unnatural.”
I don’t understand. 
When a man’s heart, his 
impulses, and the most 
delicate nuances of his 
brain’s thinking, can be 
expressed directly, from lip 
to ear, by a language born 
of polyethnic language­
grafting, they say to me, “It
is unnatural.”
What what do I see as I 
travel through the world? 1 
see people give up the hope 
of real conversation with 
folk of countries in which 
they stay, or through which 
they pass. 1 see com­
munication by gesture 
leading to grotesque 
misunderstanding. 1 see 
people thirsting for 
knowledge barred from so 
much desired reading 
because of a language lack.
1 see hosts of people, after 
six or seven years of 
learning a language, 
hacking away at it, unable 
to find the right words, 
using laughable pronun­
ciations, and completely 
losing the point they were 
trying to make. 1 see 
language inequality and 
discrimination briskly 
thriving throughout the 
world. 1 see diplomats and 
experts speaking into 
microphones but 1 hear a
voice other than that of the 
actual speaker. Is THAT 
‘‘communicating 
naturally”? Does the art of 
problem-solving with in­
telligence and sensitivity no 
longer belong to human 
nature?
They said a great deal to 
me, but 1 learned otherwise. 
So now 1 wander 
throughout our society 
.seeking no advice, but 
proclaiming the right of 
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TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
s t i 110 n I y f ro m $ 21.00 u p
■.:v.
with full kitchens 
at no extra cost. T
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & family 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
1145 Hornby SI., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z IVl or Pbonu oieo 604.687-6751.
MOORE
Edith Mary (nee Tanton) 
at Holy Cross Hospital, 
Calgary, Alta., on Thur­
sday, July 19, 1979. Aged 
44 years. Late residence 
5611 Lakeview Dr. S.W. 
T3E 5S5. She is survived by 
her loving husband, 
Thomas William Moore; 
daughter, Susan; sons, Paul 
and Russell; her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tanton, 
of Sidney, B.G;; mother-in­
law, Mrs. Emnia Moore, of 
Salt Spring Island; uncles, 
aunts ; and cousins, in 
Toronto, Out.
T Funeral was, pri Monday, 
July . 23, 1979 at the First 
Assembly Pentecostal 
■ Ghurch, -Elbow : Dr;, 
Calgary, at:2;45 p.m. ;
Ardmore Dr., age 45. He 
leaves to mourn his passing 
his beloved wife, Margaret; 
sons, Mark and Graham; 
sister, Irene De Frane, of 
Smithers, B.C.; brothers, 
George, of Calgary, Alta.; 
Walter, of Duncan, B.C.; 
Kelvin, Of Victoria; and 
numerous , nieces and 
nephews. He was a long­
time employee of HMC 
Dockyard and member of 
Victoria Lodge # 1, lOOF-
; Services were conducted 
by Rev. R.B. Horsefield in 
Sands Chapel, Sidney, on 
: J uly ; 3, J ^9'5 Tplloiyed :7by 
cremation.
Burnson all of Sidney, B.C. 
Memorial Service was held 
in Burnaby, B.G:
LAPPER
Robert Claude Witt 
Lapper late, residence 2084 
Vallis Place, Sidney, B.C., 
died on June 27, 1979 at the 
age of 67 years. He leaves 
his loving wife Kathleen, 
son RobertWitt at hPme, 
daughter ' Rawena, 
Edmonton, Alta.; sister 
Ronah Cantwell, Brandon, 
Man. and: twpi;nieces, Mr.
Lapper was ja'triiember of.
the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Sidney, B.C., 
member of Tweed Lodge, 
Brandon, Man.; Major in 
Royal Canadian Arrned 
Forces 3rd. Anti-Tank 
Regiment, he participated 
in D-Day in Normandy. 
Service was held at St. 
Andrew’s Anglican 
Church, Friday, June 29. 
Rev. Sansom officiated. 
Interment in Royal Oak 
Burial Park. Donations 
may be made to V.L Kidney 
Patients; Association, 
Victoria, B.C.
FALL STOCK ARRIVING DAILY
COME IN «. SEE OUR 
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In Victoria, B.C;, on July 
17, 1979, Mr. John James 
Jamieson, aged 67 years, 
born in Morley, Alta., late 
residence 9348 Maryland 
Drive, Sidney, B.C. Mr. 
Jamic.son farmed cast of 
Calgary, Alla., in the 
Sheppard area from 1939 to 
1964, moving to Victoria in 
1964 where ho owned and 
operated the Thetis Lake 
Trailer Park. Since 1972 
Mr, Jamieson had been the 
night clerk at the Okie 
England Inn, Esquimau, 
B.C. He leaves his loving 
wife, Ada, at home; son, 
Roy, Red Deer, Alberin; 
daughter, Margoric, 
Victoria, B.C.; and sister, 
Mrs. Jessie Baiemun, 
Calgary, Alta,
Service in the .Sands 
L Impel of Roses, 9838 
Fonrih Si., Sidney, B.C.* 
on luiday, July 20. 1979, at 
3 p.m. Rev, John Stone 
olTieialing. Intermeni afllie 
Royal Oak Burial Park,
KULIGOWSKI
Jan of Sidney, B.C., 
peacefully at Saaanich 
Peninsula Hospital on June 
3, 1979 in his 75th year. 
Survived by his loving wife, 
Irma; one son, Victor 
(Germany); one daughter, 
Helen Miller (Rosedale, 
B.C.); also two grandsons, 
Mark and Leslie Miller.
. Private Cremation. 
Flowers gratefully declined, 
donations may be made to 
the Canadian Cancer 
Society. Arrangements 
through the Memorial 




^ Ih^ D© wilt © wn: ^ :Si'd n ey ■;
Across from Sidn^ Hotel
STORE
Homst
DAILY 8j30 ■ 6:00 
THURS:, FBI. 0:30 - 9:00
& SATURDAY WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS SUNDAY 10:00 A 5:30
TAYLOR
Suddenly June 27. 1979. 
•Sidney Rohei I Taylor 84.5
KNIGHT
On July 14. 1979, Mrs. 
John Knight, (nee Betty 
Burnson) aged 51 years. 
Born in Saskatoon, Siisk., 
and lived in Sidney and 
Vaiicotivei since 19.16. She 
leaves her loving husband 
John Knight, one son Ryan, 
Conrtenny. B.C,, two 
danghicrs, Kathie 
Eye her man, Central 
Saanich and Gem Benstead, 
1'oroaio, Out. ami her 
parents, Mr, and Mrs. 
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CREAM PIE ;16 0Z. EA.
EGGO ' .
WAFFLES REG. OR BLUEBERRY PK.
McCAIN • ' C
FRENCH FRIES
NIAGARA
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BAR SOAP BATH 3’S
WHITE SWAN
PAPER TOWELS 2 ROLL
MAPLE LEAF 
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25 unit apartment con­
dominium.
EIGHTH STREET 
Electrically heated no-step 
bungalow with wood siding 
exterior. F/P in living 
room, 2 bdrms., laundry 
room, large storage area. 
$49,900. MLS.
BALSAM ROAD 
Plan to view this well 
constructed 3 bdrm full 
basement home oh a well 
■groomed Vz acre lot. Over 
1400 sq^ ft. finished plus 
mo.st of basement left to 
devdop to your taste 
Double glazed windows on 
main floor. Living room 
drapes and major ap­
pliances included. $81,000.
■JIM SLOANS' - : 656-5311 







2419 Beacon 656-3924 
OWNER TRANSFERRED 
and must leave this im­
maculate, well priced, three 
bdrm split level home. It’s 
situated at 2041 Stelly X 
Rd.; on a large lot with 
ample extra parking for 
boat, rec. vehicle or what 
have you. Your offers are 
invited on the low asking 




MAKE AN OFFER 
On this exceptional view lot 
in Dean Park Estates near 
fast growing Sidney. There 
aren’t many left with a view 
as nice as this and it’s priced 
at a low $39,500. A change 
in plans is forcing owner to 










SOME SERVICES S 
SQUIPMEHT FOR SALE
PAT BAY LOTS
Vi ocro lots, lCX)x215. Now on sale. 
Milts .Rood and West Saanich Road. 




NOOTKA REALTY 30 2
SOUTHWEST SIDNEY — noorly now 3 
bedroom home, bosement, sundeck, 
Thermal windows. By pork ond 
school. Good financing on price of 
(52,900, Phono owner 656-2804 ; 656* 
4066, 30J
FIVE ACRES, NORTH SAANICH on 
West Soanich Road. Pasture, some 
trees, drivewoy, welt, hydro and 
building site. $67,000 or offers. 652- 
4826.^1
3 BDRM. SPLIT-LEVEL, flreploco, w-to- 
w cerpet. double driveway, fully 
landscopod, fenced ond small tool 
shed, sundeck, bosement portly 
finished. $59,900. Phone 656-5938. 
30-2______________ ____________
GREENWOOD, B.C. on Hwy. 3, 3 
bedroom, 1 '/a boths, 3 large lond- 
scaped lots, rock wall at rear, asking 
$36,000. Open to offers, phone 836- 
4442 evenings. 30-1
6S MOUNTAIN ACRES, southern 
exposure, 7 acre meadow. New 
cabin, gravity water, electricity. 
Available soon. $37,000. G. Rempet, 
Box 46, Grand Forks, B.C. 447-6682. 
30-1
KAMLOOPS — NEW TWO and three 
bdrm. homes for sale by builder, 
$45,000 and up. Five year home 
owner warranty. Phone Ed Seidel at 





9773 - 51 h St. 
656-5541
The largest one slop 
Iu|uipmeiU Rental Yard on 
tlie Saatiieli Peiiiiisiila, 
Authori/ed ilealer for. 
TORO. LAWNIiOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all make.s.
Reel Mower Specialisl.s.
M15C. mil 5ALB waitii wAiitEj Special Trips For Senior Citizens
AS NEW, AVACADO KENMORE.
heavy-duty washer ond dryer. $425 
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i at ue I'lidor eoii  
on Vi ae. with A t 
^ pill', I b ro r
SIH.>.(K)().
PIED A TERRE 
French for homebase! 
immaculate one bedrooth1




T4 - r Alii Parcels ou South 
J* slope. Treed and cleared, 
vvatermains. From $24,900.
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54x100, level, cleared, 
close io Beacon, $85,000. 
ivp FORRENT;.' ' : .
‘ 675 sq. It; Office Space for 
piole.';sional,$310/M, 
v'RENTING?







Well built 3 bedroom split 
level home in quiet cul-de 
isac. Fireplace, rec. room 
double plumbing, good 
sized lot, well maintained 
orfered at $67,500.
■ ,■ SEAVIEWS; ■'
•Unique 7.5 acre property 
ju.st south of Sidney with 
approx. 2.50 ft. of ocean 
frontage. The home built in 
,I%1 has 3 bedioom.s, hot 
wuitir heat, fireplace 
garage plus carpel, etc. 
Current zoning allows 2 
nCrc subdivision. MLS. 
$150,000.
ARDMORELOT 
Vi acre lot at Ardmore and 
Falkirk. Nicely treed. Well 
already In and passed, pcrc 
tested in 1976, MLS. 
Asking .$32,800.
BUILDING LOT
!4 acre lot at Ardmore and 
Falkirk. We|l already in. 
Beautifully treed location, 
MLS. $32,800.
JOHN BRUCE 




Sidney; B.c; 656-1154 
OPEN HOUSE 
1-5 P.M.
Sunday, July 29th 
SAANICHTON 
1946 i Jeffrey (off East 
Saanich Road)
^me; and sec ? this-well; 
built, spacious, three 
j^fboni hdme;':T;h? lower 
level; consists , of a two 
bedroom in-la\y suite with 
fireplace. Ydu’li also find a 
new two car garage with 
hmplc parking provided on 
a desirable corner properly. 
Well priced at $69,500.00. 






3 Bdrms. — 1'/: Baths 
$30,000 for this Townhouse 
within .easy walking 
distance from downtown 
Sidney. 1,175 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living area.
SWEEPING SEA VIEWS 
Conilominium apartment. 
A rale opportunity to 
purchase a 1 bdrm, unit in 
desirable Blue Waters 
complex - across from a 
wnicrfroni park in Sidney. 
It’s quiet, friendly, adult 
oriented Condominium, 
complete with underground 
parking and elevator. Low 
inonihly asse.ssmcni covers 
heal, hot water and 
facilities, such as 





NEW THREE BEDROOM. 1baths. < 
fireplace, with heatllator. $425 mon]; 
Must have references. Pets not 
allowed. Phone Mike 656-4066 or Vic 
656-4003. . 27-tf
SMALL ONE ROOM UNIT on Beacon 
Ave.. suitable for bochelor suite, 
smell office or what have you. $125 
month plus utilities. Phone 382-4030. 
30-1 :
SIDNEY, 2 BEDROOM, basement, 
utilities included. $240 per mon. 
Avoiloble now. Phbne656-1176. 3.Q-tf 
MOBILE HOME SPACE available near 
the beach'in jovely adult park In 
Qualicum. Pleose apply Qualicum 
Beach Trailer Park. Box, 458. 




for. some lucky.ilondlord; to find a 
relidbie, punctupl, teriant:' I ’ need d 
hduVe .|^pVeFe^db1y  ̂'Cv.mH ' 
myself ‘ and four show dogs. Will 
consider;pnything in- SldrYey-North-, 
Cehtrol Soanich orea — my poor: old 
car is fast tiring of the daily trips be­
tween xurrent home in Motchosin 
ond work in Sidney. Excejlent 
references dvailable. Please coll 656- 
1151 weekdays. 478-0201 evenings &
■ weekends. .. 29-tf
TWO WORKING ADULTS wish one or 
two bedroom. Country preferred. 
Will do repairs or maintenance. 382- 
4032 between B-S p.m., 384-0974. 30- 
1 ^
K OF P HALL - Weddings, meetings, 
Dances. Parties, etc.' For more in- 
formotlon phono 656-236B. 26-tf
QUIET, RETIRED LADY. NON- 
SMOKER, non-drinkor. wishes to rent 
or corotoke 2 bdrm. house or cot­
tage, preferobly on sea or in country 
sotting. References available. Ploaso 




RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs, 656- 
1784.30-tf 
1976 450 JOHN DEERE crawler loader,
1V* yard bucket. ROPS canopy, 
detachable backhoe, single oxie tilt 
trailer. 494-3406 evenings. Write Box 
583, Summerlond, B.C. 30-1
1976 WHITE WESTERN STAR dump 
truck with transfer trailer. 350 
Cummings 15-speod A.C.. C.B. 
Contact Bill Wallick, Box 1259, 100 
Mile House, phone 395-3502. 30-1
1974 FIAT ALUS H.D.16B crawler 
tractor. 1975 Prentice log loader, 
1978 White Western Star truck, 1978 
Peerless Page short log troiler. 992- 
6683 Quesnel. Preferobly evenings. 
30-1 _______ _
ASPHALT EQUIPMENT including 
mobile B.C. Drum Miher B.C. 
Spreaders Cone Crusher Jaws 
Screening Plants Conveyors Roller 
Radios Low Bed Hand Tools Truck 
Speed Plow. Phone 837-4343. 30-1
lO^X 36 PORTABLE JAW 2-deck 3x8
Simplicity screen, all on I-beam 5th 
wheel trailer, 180 K W KATO 
generator in separate van — 300 
hours total time — $48,500. Phone 
438-4025,687-2872, 30-1
2 ONLY CAT 631 B's and D9 with 
ripper. Overhauled and ready to go 
ad. Phone 43B- 
30-1
— $135,000 takes 
:4025.687-2872.
3/16 TEMPERED GLASS, sizes from 
I 28x76 to 46x76, $15 each, while stock 
lasts: 24 oz. 75c per :sq. ft.: 32 bz.' 
SlVis: .a/l6, $1 .W: 'A plate, $I .75:
1 3/16 bronze tinted, $2. 656-6S56 . 29-8 
NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER,custom- 
knit.Indian :sweaters or rug-hooking 
kits; for ;;fall ■or;.C,hri5tmas. KobVs , 
'WoolcroWsV'Wib'SthSi; 656:2276;/; 
;.2 7-.9 'X: j,':.--' 
WAYNE’S WAGON WHEEt STORE, 
7174 West Soanich Rd.; Brentwood 
Boy; B.C. 652-3321. Buy - Sell - Trade: 
New- used items. 27-tf
dean park
NORTH SAANICIt 
I9M BARRETT OR, 
WS.OOO
Ownar, - 656'56m 29'4
HOME SERVICES E 
EQEIPMSHI FOR SALE
FIREPIACE WOOD





Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all 
orders. IMionc 656-4754
DIVORCE! $100 'PLUS FILING FEES. 
Obtoin: your uncontested divorce • 
last • oyer the telephone. Our forms 
and typing services ore, lawyer ap­
proved. Coll Self-Coutiso! Services 
toll free 1 12-800'6j63-3035. Chnrgex 
ond Masterchorge nccoplod. 47.tr 
NEW AND GOOD USED Fl 
AT LOW PRICES.
BUY • SELL- TRADE
See our stock of Wagon Wheels. 
DELL'S USED FURNITURE A 
ANTIQUE SALES 
2U4A Kooting Cron Rd, 
652-2621
DOORSI B.C.'s Lowest Prlcosl 
Prohung Interior, $15,90; solid ex­
terior prehung, $49.00; panelled 
doors, $39; deadbolt locks, $9.90: 
closet bi-folds, $11.90; Canada's 
largest soloction. Write or phone for 
further Information Walker DoorLtd., 
266-7211, 1366 S.W. Marino Or.. 
Vancouver V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714. 1589 
Gordon Avo., N. Voncouver V7P 3A5, 
— 22-t(
"nCORPORATeT $100* PIUS FILING 
FEES. Incorporate yourself • fast - 
over the lolopliono. Our forms and 
typing sorviros nio lawyer oppiovru), 
CaM Solf-CounHol Services loll free 
M? m)0 663-3035. Charflox and 
Mostercluirgo approved. ; 47 lf
GARAGE SALE. Soturday, July 28, 10 
o.m. - 3 p.m. Miscellaneous
household items. No furniture, toys
or clothing. 10436 All Boy Rood.
25 H.P. EVINKUOE. electric start, all 
cobles including boot throttle, clutch, 
controls and tank. Good condition. 
Swap for 9.9 h,p. or soli. 656-1965.
30-1 _________________________
KAWAI ORGAN. BUILT-IN tape dock.
two koyboords. roll-down cover, 
rhythm section, bench, as now, 
$1,500 or oilers: Singer sewing 
machine, zlg-zog blind hemmor, 
cabinet. $95 or offers; Wostinghouse 
oir conditioner; Eloctrohome AM-FM 
radio record player. $75. Phono 656- 
5369. 30-1
wise, WASTEB
GOOD USED RECORDS, especially old 
45s lor personol collection. 474-10’^l 
oround suDper lime. 29-tl
hTiMA^EL FIGURES and plates; Royal
Dolton Figures ond Toby Jugs also 
.Militario Swords, Boyonets, Bodges 
and Medals. 383-0405; 386 0911. 18-tf 
i OLD GROWTH CEDAR. BLOCKS: 24 '
long, 100% cleor of defects. 90% 
edge groin. No sop wood.
95% over 6" .wide. $300 cord 
delivered to Chilllwzck. For more 
information coil 604-858-9471. 30-4
WANTED: DOMESTIC WATER PUMP, 
piston type. 479-7397. 30-1
mf \mm
CHALLENGING SALES POSITION 
avaiiablo in advertising department 
of Cariboo community newspaper. , 
Managerial odvoncemenl possible 
for right person. Retoil sales ex- 
poiience ond marketing background 
an asset. Send resume in confidence 
lo Roulette Ernst. Mgr. • Dir.. Cariboo 
Observer; Box 4460. Quesnel, B.C. 
V2J3J3. , e-tf
MATURE PERSONS WITH own tran­
sportation and good housekeeping 
skills needed to act as members of 
the health care team. PiMse call 656- 
5054. ’ 29-2
LADIES AND GfcNUEMEN, pari and" 
full time help needed In Sidney and 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
average woges. Phone 470-9566. 24- 
tf, '-.y ‘
MILLWRIGHT: FULLY experienced, 
millwright required. Apply in person 
or in writing tor Mainland Sawmills 
Ltd;, 8708 Yukon 5t., Vancouver V5X 
' 2Y9l ^ 29-2.'
CIRCULAR SAW ; FILER: Fully ex­
perienced ctrculor sow filer required.j 
Apply in personjor in writing to: 
Mainland Sawmills ltd., 8708 Yukon 
St.: Voncduver V5X 2Y9. : 29:2,;
DRY KILN OPERATOR: Fully ex­
perienced operotpr , required, ;, to: 
operole 3\ng^^ijble Moore gas 
kilns. Reply direc^ to: A. Kovlaske, - 
Mainland Sawmills Ltd., 8708 Yukon 
St., Vancouver V5X 2Y9. Phone 327- 
6344.' ■/ .V;':' ■' 29-2;
SAWYER: EXPERIENCED sawyer 
required. Apply in person or in 
writing to: Mainland Sawmills Ltd, 







Again available for 
Sidney and ,surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-3297
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME, 
Reasonoble rotes. Prompt service. 
Letters, stotoments. manuscripts, 
etc. Phono Dolores at 652-2621 or 
652-4649. 28-lf
Trips planned by Silver 
Threads for the next few 
months include:
• July 26 — Andre’s 
Winery — leaves senior
MQTISS
CARPENTER SEEKS woik »f till kiniK.
inLlilion*, fillculhOM'. ',un,lo>l,'. Ini 
*M'U MSitl’nfiln plioMti 656 64H/. Il l I.
DOORSI 0,C.'4 lowoil Prltusl Pro- 
liuno Inlorlor 113,90; nolltl oxfotlor 
ptoJiuiiQ S44i (itinollod door* $39; 
deadbolt Icukv, $9,90, clonul hl lold* 
$11.90. Concidot laifjenl telecliuii. 
Wollier Dooi lid,, 266'72n, 1366 
S,W. Moiliie Drive, Vontouvoi, V6I' 
3Z9 Of 90'j.97l4, ISII9 Otildiiil Ave., 
Noflli Viintciuver. VTP 3A5, 2111
rrEflfflsx
CMIHlI CW4MWf lI
VllleaeVolel Drive In Cloniier*
:i lirenIwoodVIllooB Square 




SATURDAY & SUNDAY 






2341 pBOUR ROAD, 
Sidney, B.C.
Contact:
MRS. EMO THOMS 
3885365
ALBERTA GRAIN-FEU BEEF
Ftar liilormallnn phono Bob at 381- 
6621, 2911
LADY’S USED ClOTHEl, »lze 111-20 
Call636'67Q')u(lef6p,m. 301
HOUUHOIO GOODS - Ounenn 
Phylo tlrop'letil dlnlriq table and lour 
chain, china cablnel, reclining chair,' 
lour arm chain; .Idehoard, kinolo 
tlie maple bed; cho.l ol drawer., 
Phone 636-3325. 30-1
BRAND NEW B»D whipper tmlpper. 
$30; Colomarvpropane catpp »love, 
like new, $23; Indy’i floater |ackul, 
like nrtw, $23; round, nautical dor-k 
luble (new), $20. Phone 656 3736, 30- 
l^ ' 
DIED APPlIANCEt, In very (|0t>d end 
Cleon condition, Com|xtcl Danhy- 
Inoll* lable lop relriouralor, a.klnfl 
$«3; Superior I'ulurnr'nic rariflelle, 
a.klng $60. Phono oiler 6 p.m, 595- 
 301
PICKllN'tTBFmTlSc LB, Phmm W6-
1504 niter ifi p.m. 
F‘lwr”’p|N BOWLINcT" alley :"T3
Brun.wlck lone, with Shlclnnd 
aulotritiilc pin leiion, Suhwoy hnll 
relurni, Well eilobllihed buklnen, 
Wrlle Alpine Venture, lid,, P,0. Ro»
410j_RBvelkloke, B.C,___
MinKoT JNIECT TlTiTlUNT”- 
proverl heM 100% octive, wipe on. 
virluolly odotle.l, 50 ml lioltio $4,50 
poilpold, Slikon Solei, Hon 310, 
Brotkondole, 0,C. VON IMO. Oeoler* 
needed plianell9n 3WII.30-1
N^virHIGH PRO^DUCTIOH oil-kieel
(Kitloble iliuke mill. Oie.el olecitic 
power Ineludetr blower, bnndkow, 
Qumtnet, wn.le liuck, lorkfill. eh- 
Con be leen opetoilrlB' Phone fl26- 
9042»■!
SPAniFi'wHDliNEis rlvertn?rirk>«
- - B-dny trip., Amq, I3-20/Z3-30. 
luvury lomlly vocotloni n1 
tea*<<noble role*, free hror.hirrei 
SpoHlil Wildern*** Ttipi Lid,. ««» 
410, Hmellrjo, Phone B43-5909.
' ' ll ■ ■ 
uiiNiTRAli ow'-o'd*** '•''dwo'
doq, col, Iromrm urine t<ioln», odor*, 
from cotpeti or lohr't*. free 
leoihure, Wept, A, NeideK Cirenmoti 
llil TWO Inridnn Gnt N'-V
STUDENTS WANTED TO WORK in llsli 
plant, $3' per hour: Apply in person to 
10210 Bowerbonk. 30-1
EXPERIENCED DENTAL ASSISTANT for 
provonlive oriented practice In 
Sidney. Applicants may reply lo 202- 
977 5 Fourth St., Sidney. 6S5-5412. 30,
I ■ . ' . . 
BEAUTY SALON IN SIDNEY needs 
experienced hair stylist, Abom 
overage wage. Phono 656-2233 or 
opply In person to the Pink Klllon 
Beauty Salon, 204-2405 Beacon Avo, 
30-1 _______________
HOCKEY PLAYERS WANTED lor o 
woll osldblished Inlormedlolo "A" 
hockey club. Musi hove Junior "A" 
oxpurlonco. Write r.ij(.,o|| g|yor 
Rogals. Box 262, Powe, liver, B,C, - 
30-1 '
EXPERIENCED HAIR STYLIST with 
cllonlolo required lor salon In 
Brentwood Boy shopping moll. 
Excollonl commission, Phono 652- 
4812 lor Intorvlow, 30-4
SKEIEEM COMMUNITY VILLAGE lor 
menially handicoppod adults 
requires lull-time rosldonllal 
volunteer.. Village supplies all 
nacos.lllos lo all residonis, 
Experienced and/or quollllod vrilh 
I skills In crafts, ogrlculluro, bor- 
rifultuio, homiitnoking, Single or 
families. The Director, Skolsorn 




glowing borne onlerlainmsni. 
Aluminum and steel Iramos; squnro, 
rnclangular and round, Sell nowl Do 
ready lor Spring 1900. Skl-HI 
Itampollnei, 32210 Soulh Frnser 
Way, Abbolstord, B.C, V2T IWfl. 30-1 
WANTIdT lady" TO COOK iSiple 
dinner 4-6 p.m, live days week, $4 
bout. Own Ittiniporlollori. M6’3176 
or 656-1644. 30-1
m. 9F?QETUIimSi
23-UNIT MOTEL — Fernie's future 
looks prosperous — invest now! 
$100,000 down, business will carry 
itself! Asking $375,000. Call (collect) 
386-2955. CENTURY 21 Mayfair 
Realty. Victoria. 30-1
TIRE, WHEEL AND SHOCK SHOP. 4% 
years. $143,000 plus por year gross 
sales. Paying $30,000 plus In salary. 
Lease renewable at $660 per month. 
Inventory $40,000 (approx.). Located 
in growing seaside B.C. community 
offering excellent quality of living, 
hunting, fishing, etc. Good potential 
for owner/operotor to increase sales 
ond profit. $65,000 buys equipment, 
stock and franchise. $25,000 down 
will handle, balonce at 1% over 
prime Ic approved credit. Contact 
Box 5000, Sechelt Times, Sechelt, 
B.C. 30-1
SALE OR LEASE one-half acre. 
Contra) Vancouver Island, . three 
boys, soles lot, 5,400'sq. ft., living 
quarters. $89,500. Keith Webster, 
246-4 541. Box 802, Chemainus, B.C. 
30-2
UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. 
Constantly expanding taxi company 
on Saltspring. Owner, wilt finance if 
down payment suitable. For details 
write C & R Toxi Ltd,, R.R. #2, 
Cranberry Rood, Ganges. B.C. VOS 
lEO. : 30-1
BEST BUYS IN 100 MILE HOUSE: 
Restaurant, gross over $100,000. real 
family money-maker, best, and 
busiest in town. Doug's Super Market 
— high gross,, high net, on op­
portunity! Double R moot market, 
low rent — sales $200,000. Coll Doug 
Leslie 988-1175 24 hours. Mitten 
Realty Ltd., 139 West 16th, North 
i Voncouver. 30-2
FOR SALE — SHOE REPAIR SHOP in 
fast growing community. Excellent 
location. Will sell shoe repair and 
retoil soles together or separately; 
Phone845:7464; Houston, B.C. 30-1
A BUSINESS OPPOa 
TUNITY IN THE FOOD! 
AND R ESTAUR ANT 
FIELD. WE ARE ESTAB 
LISHING A NATIONAL 
CHAIN OF FOOD OUT­
LETS. NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY. OUR PRO­
GRAM IS GEARED TO 
TRAIN SUCCESSFUL 
MANAGERS. MINIMUM 
CASH REQUIREMENT — 
$19,700.00 TO APPROV­
ED CREDIT TO OWN AND 





NOTICE is hereby given thot an 
application will bo mode to the 
Director of Vital Statistics for o 
change of nomo, pursuont to the 
provisions of the "Cfvonge of Nome 
Act." by mo; • Jacob Ooorksen of 
9717 Fourth Avenue in Sidney, in the 
Province of British Columbia, as 
follows:- To chonge my name from 
Jacob Doerksen to Jacob Derksen. 
My wife's name from Elizabeth 
Martha Doerksen to Elizabeth 
Martha Derksen. Doted this 18 day of 
July, A.0.1979. - Jacob Derksen.
"IpgTe I LivsimF"
GOATS, SAANEN, two-year-old 
milking doe ond twin doe kids. $120. 
656-4201. 3(M
FOR SALE: 80-TON BULK FEED 
focilities. System includes four 20-ton 
bulk tonks, augers, scales, conveyors 
and elevating leg. Control Cariboo 
Co-op, 1060 South Lakeside, Williams 
Lake, B.C. Phone392-2992 . 30-1
REGISTERED HALF ARAB-PALOMINO 
mores. Gentle, greenbroke, 4 and 5 
years. Also purebred Arabians, all 
colors and ages. 18 heed. Winsome 
Arobians, Little Fort, B.C. , 30-1
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES from 
world's finest bloodlines. For work or 
show. Exceptional temperament. 
Rare opportunity. (604) 246-3800. 30-2
citizen’s centre for Port 
Moody at 10:15 a.m.,
includes a tour of the 
winery plus a wine-tasting 
party with cheese and 
crackers and a visit to 
Oakridge shopping centre if 
time permits. The 7 p.m. 
ferry arrives at Swartz Bay 
8:40 p.m. and the centre at 
9 p.m. ,
• Aug. 14 — Harrison Hot- 
springs — leaves centre 7:15 
a.m. for a day at Harrison 
Lake, where people may 
bathe, visit the hotel, etc. 
Back at centre 8 p.m.
• Aug. 22 — Pacific
National Exhibition 
(senior’s day!) — leaves 
centre 9:15 a.m., with day 
at the PNE featuring many 
specials. Back at centre 
p.m.
• Sept. 11, 12 and 13 — 3- 
day Sunshine Coast — 
leaves centre 8 a.m. for 
Courtenay to overnight at 
the Arbutus Hotel (af­
ternoon sidetrip to Cam­
pbell River optional).
• Sept. 12 — leave Comox 
on 11:15 a.m. ferry for 
Powell River, proceeding 
south catching 1:15 p.m. 
ferry across Jervis Inlet,
then the scenic Sunshine 
Coast to Lord Jim’s Lodge 
to stay overnight (dinner 
and breakfast at the lodge 
are included).
Sept. 12 — leave on 11:15 
a.m. ferry from Langdale 
to Horseshoe Bay. A visit to 
Stanley Park or a shopping 
centre will be arranged in 
the afternoon. Back at the 
centre 9 p.m.
• Nov. 3 — Reno — 7 days. 
This trip is being arranged 
through Holiday Tours, 
with all the usual gift 
packages, medical 
coverage, etc. and staying 
at the new Sands Hotel in 
Reno.
For information on any 
of these trips please phone 
656-5537. They are priced 
as near to cost as possible 
for the convenience of 
senior citizens. Although 
they are designed for 
members of Silver Threads, 
other seniors may par­
ticipate by paying a small 
associate membership fee.
More trips may be 
arranged through the fall 
and winter season, please 
watch the calendar in this 
paper or phone the centre at 
the above number.
BRITTANY SPANIELS — champion 
bred C.K.C. pointing hunters. 10- 
weeks-old, wormed, shots. Top 
quality satisfaction guoranteed. 
Tandes Kennels, Reg., 4204 176 St., 
Surrey, B.C. Phone 574-4660^ 30-’
isme BOATS
FSB SALE
MUST SELL. LEAVING SIDNEY. 
Plymouth Fury III, $300. Evenings656- 
2181. 30-1
15 FOOT BOAT. 20 H.P. VIKING, 
remote controls, trailer, four' life 
belts, anchor, all in good condition. 
656-1045. 30-1
AUCTION FORESTRY VEHICLES and 
equipment. Saturday, August 18. 1 
p.rn. — 3980 22nd Ave.. Prince 
George. Payment In full sale day; Joe 
Work Auctions. V Phone 747-1894., 
Quesnel. B.C, ; , , 30-1
WEST COAST TROLLER, 6.32-ton, rog. 
"A" licence, diesel,, sounder, . new 
- pilot. Extensively rebuilt ond in godd 
shape. Must sett to buy larger vessel. 
$65,000. Write or, view "Nortol IV" 






Phone 1 -403-434-84861 
OR WRITE:
B820 -104 STREET 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA I
SMALL, PROFITABLE $TATIONtRY
and oHico oquipmoni and lurnlluro 
sloro in Grand Forks, B.C, Phono AAS- 
306-1 or 443-8135 oltor 5 p.m. or writr. 
Box 996, Grond Fork*, B.C. VOH IHO. 
3B-3
worn: WASTED
RUGBY, lour lo tnoloi'd- Will do any 
lob*, you tiotno Iho prlto, 3n3-l6l)3 or 
<di6-4076, 394
QUlif.TlTIRioTAD'lf, non-»mnk«r,
1 rion-drlnkor, lo r»nl and/or
torolukw 3 bodroorn hou«« or col- 
loQv, oiiifirrably on loa or In Country 
itillina. n«lar«nce» ovnllobla. I’looko 
ruply in Bnx B or phono Duncan 746- 
5759, _____ ■ __ ^ao.3
dARDIN $«iivIeii’*Frurd'nqril'runo 
Vmi Schuckmonn. W'-' W. aO ll 
MOsY'ThASES "oT" oord"»niii(| aTld 
li;milnri|>inQ - o|to unrilnn dinlqn
Cdll Chniliji 
p.in
Vnidrin. 656-1595 nllmi 5 
lOll
13 Itn, BRAND WRW M»1ol 
imwiliind*. riBviir uwd. »«l uplw 15c 
but con bn chrintlod. Iilttid Icrr 
inminunity n«uy»p0f'«t*' W« |iny» 13 
r^t tlin.rr irt*w*(nnri* tor *oltt (itIlfXJ. 
»«ith V/ritn limn* Frinllna ond 
Fuhll'.hlnd 1433 I'etnhrnkt) 6v»., 
tJnrlh Vontouvrit V7P 9BI 61 |i|\nn» 
980.7531 tinys, 933 7761 »v«nln(|»! 13-
.3171 OAK It.
' 313-7184
Appoinlincniii oro now h*ln|i lok«n 
at Alpho Hornii Coro lo» Howamoktr* 
In «l(ln«v (ll.lrlfl, Porninnitnl 
po»iilon». For I'tiofii inlotrnmion 
r-l#i(«*phcii'i#3B3-7I5<.^ ■ ^Zd’Z
Ol0'tlMi'™HA'M0VWAN Srtiflll op
plionto*, looky 1rtur«H. brnkin cord 
t»nd», •!£. No (ob loo •owll. F‘«<tr
(irno., Oircnyn ML^o-tnrrll, '1317
NATURAL FOOD 
STORE
Attractive store with 
healthy sales after one- 
antl-onc-half years of 
business, located in a 
rapidly growing com­
munity with great 
potential for someone 
intere.sied in natural 
foods. For further In- 
fonnuilon and up-
poinimeni phone 656- 
4634.
Preserve-A-Shine 
Never wax your car again 





Vinyl Roof Revitalization J 1
LOST & FOUP
LOSTi BLACK t WHITE PET Magpie 
bird. Ploaso call656'1467. 30»1
zmmmm
FE800HALS
NEED A DIVORCE or IoroI 
roporollan? For Inlormoiion on (a»l, 
InuKpontlve, lowyor-dvllonsd 
corvico*, contact Voncouvtr DIvorco 
Sorvica, #8-17.14 W»il Broodwoy, 
Voncouvar, B.C. V6J lYt. Talaphona 
736-3684,____ ' 30^4
DIICERNINO ADULTS, Shop 
dlHraally, land $5 lor our lolatl 
cololoQua* ol tnorllnl old*, llnciarla, 
l ioucawura* and jawalary. Dirac I 
Action Morkallrrq Inc,, Dapl, V,K, Box 
336B, Vtrntpuvar, B.C, V6B 3X9, 39-4
COME TO THE VICTORIA SInglai 
Hopponlng Donee, Saturday, July 3B, 
at Iho Leonardo Do Vinci Contra, 195 
Boy St, Dailgnad lor ogai 35-55. 
Muilc hy Pan Muilcon. Admiliion $4 
each by ticket only, available ol 
Hlllildo moll llckot olllco, Phone 474- 
3618, 3BB-9465, 304-5709 lor in- 
lotmolion. 39-3
The Panorama Leisure 
Centre has now been 
established on the peninsula 
for its second full year of 
community service. To 
celebrate its seconcl bir­
thday. Panorama will be 
hosting a full day of ex- 
citjng activities for everyone 
to enjoy.
Commencing at 11 a.m. 
on Aug. 5, highlights of the 
day will include free 
swimming from 11a.m. to 
2 p.m.; free roller* skating 
from 11 a.m; toT p.m., a 
guest singer — Murray 
Pettinger, and the official 
cake cutting ceremony at 2 
p.m. on the Karnlval 
grounds. To add to the 
celebration the summer 
staff will be presenting a 
Kids Karnival in honor of 
this year’s theme. The 
International Year of the 
Child.
There will be fun events 
for kids of all ages. The 
planned attractions are: a 
puppet show, a fortune 
teller, a tattoo parlor, a 
dunk tank, a fish pond, a 
king and queen freckle 
contest, a balloon shaving 
contest, toe ptiinting, a 
marble guess, a comedy 
film, a clown make-up 
booth, a ball throw and a 
croquet game.
Prizes for the Karnival 
have been graciously 
donated by such stores 
throughout the community 
as: Sidney Bakery, Hobby
Crafts, Sidney Pharmacy 
and Hollway Florists. 
Admission is free and all 
booth charges will be under 
15 cents. Any profits made 
from the Karnival will be 
donated to UNICEF. For 
more information regarding 
our Aug. 5 celebrations be 
sure and watch Channel 10 
on Thursday, Aug. 2 at 7 
p.m., or call us at 656-727L 
In the event of rain on 
Aug. 5, roller skating will 
be caticelled^ and the Kids 
Karnival will be held in the 
arena.--
Panorama’s summer 
swimming fun is off to a 
booming : start. Water 
action for everyone. Just a 
reminder that every 
Wednesday is length day at 
the pool. This week swim 23 
lengths for a free pass to a 
session of your choice.
If swimming lengths is 
not for you, why not join us 
for snorkel time 3:30 to 
4:30 p.m. Friday af­
ternoons. Bring your masks 
and snorkels and discover 
the “deep sea” mysteries of 
the Panorama pool. Happy 
swimming!
One more month and 
Panorama’s ice is back and 
in less time than that again 
the hockey season will be 
upon us. Be in shape for 
this season. Panorama is 
offering a summer hockey 
school as well as power 
skating lessons, both 
designed to have you ready 
for this hockey season.
Scottish Dancers Gather Here
AIR SHOW AIBERTA '7«, Medicine 
Hot, Aug, 4 and 5. Two dllleronl 
♦Howi; Auq. 4 - W.W. II; Aug, 5 - 
Jelt. Sir Douglo* Bnrier to open ihow. 
Thabloge*! nlr ihow aver In Albarlo.
39-3_____ __________________
PIANO INSTRUCTION In Sworn Boy 
oroo now ottered by Rotemtiry 
Collett (A.R.C.T.), Clotticnl, modern. 
All age*. Phone 656-0075 lo regliler, 
30-3^
BRANCH *37 INVITII YOU to IhTlr
teolood dinner ond beer garden, 
legion Moll, Mill* Rood, Soturday, 
July 38, 3 0 p,rn. Chowder, bor 
becued and deep-tried tolmon 
tolod. Adult! $3,50, cbllrjren'i menu 
II. 30-1
YOGA RETREAF WITH BABA HAIII 
DAIS. Aug. 15-30 In OYAA6A, B.C. 
$75 ( $50 children 3-14 year*). 
Inlormoiion: Dhormoioro Rail eat, 
3649 Wail 41b Ave.’, Vancouver, B.C 
V6K IPO, Phone931-0456or 733-91)64 
303
BINGOi K nl P Hall, Sidnny every 
Ihiir'doy 0 p rn Iverybndy wmIcoiiIO.
Some 100 Scottish 
country dancers, relatives 
and friends gathered 
together July 14 in the 
garden of Bob and Isabel 
Vroom, 9322 Loebside, 
Sidney, to enjoy a day of 
dancing, singing, piping, 
eating and friendly gossip,
Enierlainmcnt at the 
summertime ceilidh con­
sisted of Scottish songs by 
Alan Faii'bairn, Vancouver; 
recorder solos by Trudy 
Trousdale, Victoria; solo 
dancing by Joan Axford, 
Victoria; and piping by 
Colin Campbell, Sidnei(.
An Oak Bay classVof 
demonstration dancer?;'
presented an hilarious 
version of the usually lovely 
and graceful dance, St. 
John’s River, and a duet, 
choreographed by Hector 
Makepeace, Victoria, was 
danced by Michael Warren 





The ceilidh continued 
until dew and darkness but 
the diehard dancers con­
tinued activities inside the 
house, Visitors were from 
Vancouver, Island com­
munities, Vancouver, 






Everyone wekonre. July 37, 3.8:30 
p,m. Re.opentn(^5ept, 4th, :I0-1
ADDRIlt YOURtlLVEI to the 
promoilon ol the well being oriO 
Ironqulllly ol Ibatblldren olmen. 
lehe'u'lleh 
THE BAHA'I PAIITI 
6S$-t4«l
■■ 30-1
lAw'aHTBT - uioaTaio ClIMic
MontJoyi, li45 to 4:30 p.m 
Appolnimenli only, Pbone6B6.|347, 
■50 It
APOUHCEM&nS
M ii rA N D M M e . 4
Bfortlord Ave,, Sidney, R.C , ore 
planted to announce Ihe 
engagement ol their liotighler, 
Brlglto Algodil* to Mr, Dt»nald 
Oofiton Sparling, %m ol Mr, R Mr*.
$id»#y. B.C ' ■ 30.r'
SKATE PATROL
roquirod for
THE PANORAMA LEISURE CENTRE
Peninsula Recreation Commission
Applications arc being received for above positions in our ice skating arena.
Applicants must show a good skating ability as well ns displaying a mature and 
responsible aitiuulc.
Successful applicants will be required to work as a unit .supervising arena ac- 
Sivltie^ iutluUiiifc, ciowd tuuttul, «dmiui;»li,alou of fits.! akl, uhd us.Yisliitg in the 
building clcan-up during and aficr each session.
Applications will be received by Barry Russell or Karen Brownscy at the 










C®8ttrsact®rs Fbmbing & Hesting
BEACON 
READY-MIX LTD.
Ready*Mix Concrete. Sand*Droin. 

































22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.



















Goil Course Construction. 





25 years experience 
Rcsiclcntial. Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric heating 
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections




















All types brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 







“Big or small 
we will Do them air





KEYS • LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS
Botulr-cl Instil orl 




Fence-Posts, Digging, 50 





Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 













/ I • o Wo*. I SufinM l» Rood 
]' ( ) Po, l /M .



























RON SHEARER — 656-5077 
9333 Maryland Dr.











Renovations r Concrete 





BACK FILLING- LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney i 









Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 





I speciolize iit smell business j 
otfounting, bookkeeping, 
payroll and tneotno toy ot I 
otoiTomicol rotes. Year toimd [ 
sf'ivice.

























1864 John Rd; 
656-2691
Quick ■ Tidy • ElfIclenI '
BERT MORREY
; Licensed Plumber .
piuiribing ^
New Construction 
: and Repairs ; '
' Specializing in ; 
Hot Water Heating 
10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
- V'- > 'j -i. v ■ ;
Catalogue Sales < 4-
Popular size ^. ■
* Kenmore Vacuum ; 
Bogs In Stock
Sidney Office Hours 
:'':^9:3b-^5:30.;;:::'::.V
Moiu-Sat. : ; : 











J LONGTIME 1 
1 SIDNEY BUILDER j
I Now specializing inj 
I I'inisliing carpentry,I 
I cabinets and built-ins,|
Marine
: riiinpns rooms, repairs,j 
I additions - no job loo! 
I small, ■
» Renovate anti Save I 
i FREE ESTIMATES |
I Can 616-4115 J
A & B BOAT TOPS


















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.














Modnraker (now playing 
at the Coronet) has just 
about everything. It has 
adventure — although the 
plot is weak or even non- 
cxistant at times, ll has 
thrills . . . spectacle . . 
beautiful women . . . 
superb special effects 
(although some are a bit 
overdone) and scenes from 
all over the world (plus 
many scenes that are 
literally over the world!). In 
other words, it’s a typical 
James Bond movie.
Roger Moore is the 
“new” James Bond, and I 
find I prefer him greatly to 
Sean Connery’s Bond — 
although 1 keep expecting 
to sec a saint-ly halo appear 
above Moore’s head.
Richard Kiel seems to 
have created a continuing 
role in the Bond films 
that of “Jaws”, the man 
with the metal mouth. As a 
hired killer for the forces of 
evil, he’s a formidable 
looking guy.
The other members of the 
cast didn’t make much of 
an impression. “Drax”, the 
multi-trillionaire in­
dustrialist is an average type 
villain.
The women, while 
beautiful, seemed to be 
there for window-dressing.
I never managed to figure 
out who the female co-star 
'/ was.' „
Moonraker seems tp try 
to have something for 
everyone. So it includes 
adult humor, adolescent 
humor and broad slapstick. 
At times, it was difficult to 
tell whether thp; film was 
meant to be d coinedy, 
farce, adventure or an 
attempt to revive the Dean 
Martin “Matt Helm” 
series.;:'i ,
However, our entire 
family (with the exception 
of four-year-old Jacob) 
enjoyed the film. Enough 
so, anyway, that we didn’t 
feel cheated or resentful —
"we thought we at least got 
our money’s worth.
Any negative feelings we 
might have about 
Moonraker may be due to 
where we sat in the theatre.
Wc had the misfortune to 
sit in front of several boob- 
tubers in the habit of 
discussing (in loud 
whispers) what was hap­
pening on the screen 
(“Wow! Look at that! 
Right on!”), what had 
happened (“1 knew that 
was gonna happen!”), and 
what was about to happen 
(“He’s gonna use the wrist- 
gun . . . I know it!). 
Unfortunately, from the 
noise level in other nearby 
parts of the audience, the 
boob-tubers were out in 
force. We had to attend a 
Friday night show — 
otherwise we’d have opted 
for a Saturday or Sunday 
late matinee, when the 
theatres are less crowded 
(the boob-tubers are likely 
home watching “Dating 
Game” reruns or V’Super- 
Jbek Calisthentics’’).
At any rate, the Dewey 
family does recommend'
:Moonraker. :The''. 
“violence” is usually off- 
camera or otherwise im­
plied (eis is the sex):. The 5
languag;c is acceptable --- 
though loaded with double­
meanings.
And, iri my ppinibnl t^ 
second action scene in the 
movie “ (following James” 
fight in — and flight from 
-7- ah airplbne);was .worth 
the price of adtriissipn. I’m ; 
still wondering how it was 
filmed.















Sail & Power 
656-5558-598-3366
PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
Wcitciiair
Sails - Boal Tops - Turps • Hatch Covers - Tent 
Trailers-Llpliol' cry- Vinyl,











To Leather & Suede 



















. Hiiiiliiii|. Will dulivoi ono lo 











Ali'iinniiu* ' M'‘l Wt'l'L'n 
.,i Mtin “liil I '




Fill iiiiccs, Fiu'plaecs, 
Duel wi)ik. Cliiiimeys, 
Boileis,




ROY’S ALLBAYMARINESERVICES LTD. 
2238 Ilarhoiir Rd, • Sidney 
; 656-7023,''
; fiESBEBlHI '
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN ' DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRLIDE OUTtlOAHDK. MERCRUIHER 
STERN DRIVE.,, ;■ ,


























REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, lAWN. 
MOWERS, ROTOTIllERS AND 
OUTBOARDS, W.i liiiy old ond soil 
oiiondllloniid lovyrimowtiis, olr. r.no 















Lapstrake & Carvel 
Caulking A Fiberglass Repairs




































Al ls Building 









PROFESSIONAL DRVCLEANING & LAUNDRY service! 
I WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANINGj 
SPECIALIZINOIN 
TAILORING, DRESSMAEINQ 
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS ETC, 
7l20W.Haunlel»U<l.










, POLSON'S ■ 
TRACTOR SERVICE 
A EXCAVATING







D.A. Smithson Si Sons Ltd.
WATER WELL OmtUNG
Water Lines, rronchiiig
4693 BARROW ROAI>, 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
Phone 478-6937
Do you want to save $55 
a year—v effortlessly? No 
Joss of corhfprty you don’t 
have to quit smoking or eat! 
beans with: peanut butter' 
.for,a month.",!
With gas prices averaging 
92 cents a gallon on the 
peninsula (and higher) and 
the average car travelling 
12,000 miles per year, a! 
mere 10 per cent reduction 
in gas consurhption will: 
save $55.20 — and that’s 
enough for a night bn the 
town — and taxi fare home.
According lo the B.C. 
Automobile Association a 
motorist can easily .save 
money by turning a few gas 
.saving tricks into regular 
driving habits:
CHANGING GEARS — 
shift to a higher gear as 
quickly as possible. Slaying 
in first gear too long in­
creases gas consumption by 
30 per cent and could add 
$165 to the annual fuel bill, 
Staying in second gear too 
long increases consumplion 
by IS per cent.
FUEL LINES - simply 
lightening alt fuel lines will 
eliminule leaks vyhich can 
aceii mulutc lo several 
wasted gallons of fuel a 
,ycar.‘
IGNITION SYSTEM 
the longer il lakes lo siurt 
the cur the more gas is used. 
Good poinis, plugs and 
condensor will help as long 
as the budery and wiring 
sysicm arc good,
SPARK PLUGS - h 
single misliring plug can cut 
mileage by 10 per ccni. That 
ctin cofii $4.60 for every 100 
miles,
FAULTY CHOKE - a 
stubborn or stuck choke 
forces the engine to suck 
too much gasoline. This con 
cut gas mileage by 30 per 
cent, or $13.60 for every 
100 miles, notes the BCAA. 
CLOGGED AIR
FILTERS — a car uses a 
Certain ratio of air to 
Jgasblinb:;! for!! a carburetor 
mix.;!f air caii’t get through ; 
the filler, more gas is used > 
to make up the ! mixf
Changing a: dirty! air filter " 
can imprpye mileage by 10 
percent.
STARTING'"pF,F:'“;:':if! 
the car starts from a stop 
smoothly, the gas required r 
for power is reduced by 75 
per cent. Think of; Jhc 
number of times you stop,' 
and-go and rcmctnbpr that 
gas costs you over $500 per 
year.
TIRE PRESSURE! — 
underinflatcd tires can cost 
more than a mile per gallon 
at a cost of $2.30 per 100 
miles. Air is still free —- 
gasoline is decidedly not. 
Pul air in the tires inslead 
of extra gas in the tank.
IDLE WARM UP - 
never leave the engine idling 
to warm it up (execpl in 
severely cold vvcatlict), it 
wastes gasoline and can 
cause premature engihe 
wear. Never race the engine 
when it is cold—- besides 
wasting gas ll annoys tltp 
'''neighbors,,',::
SEAT BELTS — wearing i 
seal belts can cbnscryc > 
gasoline in ninny ways: less ; 
likely relatives,willjtnvc to 
drive to visit: yoir In iltc 
hovpithl, ambulnnces will; 
not . waste; fuel I’usltihg to 
ilie scene of tlie Occident ; 
(liigit speed driving causes ; 
gircatcr fuel consumption) i 
and being firmly belted in 
aids in miilnifllnlng an even; 
foot on the nccclernior.
None of tiicsc gas saving 
iilnis wiJI imrutio on your 
personal driving style, says 
tltc BCAA, and tltc extra bit 
of money spent on 
maintenance will be 
returned to your wallet or 



















9:00to4:30TUKS.-I RI. 6765 VEYAf^ESS 
10:00-3:00 SATUROAV 6524123
Children’s Summer
Natalie Block Warlik, 
M.A.
Lives there a man who 
does not need a I’riend? A 
friend is one of the precious 
ingredients of life. Yet, 
tlicre is an art, a technique 
to friending.
Lriending ... the art of 
friending. Wliat is it? How 
is it? Much lias been written 
on tlie art of love-making, 
on the art of sex, the art of 
inarriage, the art ot 
divorce, the art of 
parenting.
I'undits have explored 
many such facets of the 
human condition and 
explained “how to" and 
“how come", but what of 
the art of friending?
Of course, we all know 
thtii a true friend is a rare 
gem. He’s someone who 
brings us chicken soup 
when we're sick, puts us to 
bed when we have hung one 
on, and covers up for us at 
the office. A friend packs 
boxes for us on moving 
day, lends us money in a 
pinch, applauds our 
achievements.
Literature is rich with 
stories of undying frien­
dship, that unique rapport 
between people which i.s 
soul-nourishing and lifc- 
sup|iorti.ng.
An unknown sage has 
opined, “1 want to love you 
without clutching, ap­
preciate you without 
judging, join you without 
invading, invite you 
without demanding, leave 
you without guilt, criticize 
you without’blaming, help 
you wit hout insulting. I f I 
can have .the same from 
you, then we can truly meet 
and enrich each other.” ;
The human condition is 
such that as intelligent, 
educated, experienced, and 
sophisticated as each of us 
may be, wc bccasionally 
;s ll f f e r ' d e p,r c s s i o n , 
.loneliness, alienation 'and 
, fcjcction, uneertaimy:. and 
'self-doubt.V
cracks and cresvasscs within 
our psyche.
Some ‘arc able to effect 
bravado, a smiling facade 
which bobs about more or 
less precariously on the tip 
of the iceberg. Others, not 
so facile at play-acting, 
actually present to the 
world a dour face to match 
their dour inner.
Although psychological 
help in many forms 
is usually available, most 
people do not consult 
professionals for relief of 
psychic pain and its 
debilitating neuroses. 
However, many folk will 
unburden to a friend. This 
is where the art of friending 
can aiul often does fulfill a 
\ital function in our 
society.
.A friend in whom we not 
only can confide (will not 
betray a confidence), but 
who possesses other special 
“friending” qualities, can 
heljs us to see ourselves and 
our situation ■.'tore ob­
jectively, in better per­
spective and thus im­
measurably aids in release 
of our tensions.
Such a friend, at the 
outset, under.stands that 
any third persons named in 
a confidential discussion 
are not on trial, nor are in 
any way to be condemned, 
but rather mentioned only 
as components of the 
problem situation. Thus the 
guilt otherwise felt in the 
course of unburdening is 
dissipated, and the at­
mosphere is at once more 
relaxed.
Our friend must be an 
active lisicner. That is, he 
must hear fully and clearly 
and not, meanwhile, be 
thinking of his own 
responses. Often a good 
listener will rephrase or 
rcneci back verbally what 
he hears, prefacing with a 
remark such as, “1 think I 
hear you saying...” or’ “1 
believe what you’re saying 
is...”
This technique serves the 
purpose of clarification 
both in the mind of the 
listener and in the head of 
the speaker, who in turn 
while pouring out his tale of 
confusion, may stop, look
startled, and say, “I never 
realized what 1 was really 
saying. Is that what I really 
meant?”
A good listener at other 
times only needs to grunt, 
nod, or voice an occasional 
“tim hum” lo express his 
understanding. Hand­
maiden to active listening is 
skillful questioning ... not 
jarring interrogation but 
the kind of gentle probing 
which leads the other to 
look wiihin, to introspect, 
to gain awareness.
Of course, a good friend 
is not judgmenlitl. He can 
be depended upon not to 
point a finger or to ridicule, 
but rather to see the 
sitiiaiion as it is. And, bless 
him, because he has a knack 
of reflecting the problem 
back upon the speaker 
wiihoui injuring the fragile 
self-imtige of the troubled 
one in the process. That is, 
a good friend doesn’t cut 
another down.
Beware the friend who 
bathes us in lamentation 
and sticky sympathy. 
Worse yet, let us avoid one 
who tells us what he knows 
wc want to hear, or who 
always agrees with us or 
gives pat answers.
Where can wc find, a 
friend with all these 
qualifications. Or even 
tougher, how can we be 
such a sterling friend to 
others?
To answer the last 
question first ... even if we 




countless engergy, a great 
amount of “putting out”.
1'h;il kind of energy 
ctinnot be e.x|iendcd en­
dlessly. However, wc can 
develop and practice the 
skill of friending selectively, 
if we keep in mind the rules 
mentioned, and if wc 
remember ;i cardinal rule. 
That is, it is the aici of 
fiiendship to become in­
volved; but it is not the act 
of friendship to become 
entangled. This i.s a fine but 
telling d i f f e r c nee. 
Understanding that dif­
ference will be of vital help 
in the therapeutic art of 
friending. And ... if wc 
‘‘friend’’ another, 
hopefully he in turn will 
pick up the technique along 
the way and be ready 
should wc ourselves become 
a friend in need.
For Fun Festival
Boning B Irlmming moy Increase price per pound.
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7005 E. SAANICH RD 652-2411
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®Paiicake & Sausage Breakfasts ®Garries of Chance
•Ghildren's rides and ir^uch, much more.
more details
The Central Saanich 
Lions Club is busy gearing 
up once again for its annual 
family fun festival.
Central Saanich Days are 
slated this year for Aug. 4 
to 6 at Centennial Park on 
Wallace Drive.
The eighth annual 
country-type fair, which 
Offers free admission to 
everyone and. free rides for 
children, is designed to raise 
money that the Lions can 
pour back into the com­
munity, via a variety of 
projects..
The event gets underway 
at 8 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 
4, with a ‘pancake and 
sausage - breakfast.. y That 
runs until 11 a.m. all three 
days of the fair, and will be 
complemented by a full line 
of other types of food.
.There? ? will ? he. a, jbeer; 
garden for adults 
throughput the weekend, a 
20:team slowball? tour­
nament, and games ;.;of 
chance .and ? bingo each
afternoon, A horseshoe 
pitching competition is also 
in the works for the big 
weekend.
Because the fair is a 
family-oriented event, 
children are also well 
provided for with a variety 
of activities. . A v/ide 
selection of free rides are 
bound to keep them on the 
go. Foot races for 
youngsters have also been 
arranged, and the children 
will have the opportunity to 
show off their favorite 
animal on Sunday when the 
pet parade gets underway!
In an effort to involve the 
entire community in the 
c e 1 e b r a t i o n s, "booths 
featuring the work of small 
merchandisers . will also be 
present at Central Saanich 
Days.
.??“It’s basically designed 
Tp be a Tamily and com­
munity affair,” says 
chairman Bill Eakgate, 
“ and we’ re hopi ng for a 
good turnout this year .”
CEDAR PLANTER BOXES
3 ft. .Only S4.95 4 ft.. .Only 5.95 5 ft..Only $6.95 
SPRUCE DECKING
2x6 T&G Spruce - Ideal for Carports - Cottages - 
Low Cost BUILDING Only $39.50 100 ,bm. 
PARTICLE BOARD SHELVING
y4xl2”x96” ................. .. ...... . ... .Only $2.10ea.
K3 PARTICLE BOARD 
Good for floor underlay cabinets.
4x8x 1/4 ; Only $3.95 4x8x3/8 Only $4.19
4x8x'/2 Only $4.95 ^ . .Only $8.49
2x4- UTILITY FRAMING LUMBER 
8’-10’-12’-14’ .... .............. .Only 18c lin. ft.
1x6 STD. & BTR. GRADE FIR. S4S
......., ............... ............ .............. .. .Only 18c lin. ft.
ROUGH CEDAR BOARDS
1x8- Utility grade - for fencing - gardens - 
greenhouse.
8 & 10 ft. lengths .. .... .Only 25c lin. ft.
12 ft. & longer . ....... ...... .... .Only 29c lin. ft.
1x2 CEDAR BEVEL SIDING SHORTS 
3 ft . Only 66c : 4 ft. .. Only 88c :5 ft, . . Only $1.10 .
^'fencing BOARDS?,
Lx8 Re-sawn boards ..: ...... .... . Only 20c lin. ft.
■jCERAMICTILE'?/
6x6glazed, 5 patierhs? ...:. . i ... .Only99csq.:ft.
GOOD NEIGHBOUR FENCE 
48” high, 4x4 Rgh. Cedar Posts,' 2x4 Utility Rails, 
1x8 Resawn Boards, Galv. Nails. .Only $2.25 lin. ft. 
GYPSOM BOARD
4x8x3/8 .Only $3.95 4x8x'/2 ...Only $4.10
4x10x'/2 Only $5".09 . 4xl2x'/2.. Only $6.10
CONCRETE DRAIN TILE 
CEDAR COMPOST BOXES 
Pre-cut 4x5x3 ft. high .. . . .., 
SUNDECK SPECIAL 
5/8 T&G plywood ........
2x6 No. I & 2 Fir ..........
2x8 No. l&2Fir 
PLYWOOD
4x8xy4 Sanded D-Grade ............. ..........
4x8xy4 Factory Grade . ............................
4x8x5/16 Unsanded D-Grade . .. .. ....
4x8x'/2 Unsanded D-Grade ....... .. ..
CONCRETE BLOCK INClNERATOR 
Only .!,...;..?.......;............ ..
PATIO SLABS\;
2x8x16 .. Only 55c 
3x12x24 ./ Only $1.59,:
2x 10x20 Expo.sed, .....
2x20x20 Exposed ?....
4” , ... ,30c ft.
.Only $9.95
... Only $13.95 
• Only 39c lin. ft. 






2x10x20 . . . . Only $1,20 
2x20x20 . ?. Only $2.20 
T?;:.r;';.';.:;?;?''.OnlyS1.69.',
. V.. .. .? 1V. .Onlv $3.25
iney
By Torn Cronk 
Fear of dealing with a 
very contentious issue 
without all concerned 
parties present, and of the 
release of “in camera” 
information to the press, 
caused a discussion of the 
position of fire inspector to 
come lo a halt during 
Monday’s council meeting 
in North Saanich.
It was revealed, however, 
that the members of the 
volunteer fire department 
wish to liavc tlic riglit of 
“first-refusal” when the 
permanent position of fire 
inspector is established. 
Their feelings were made 
very |)lain in a niolion to 
that effect delivered by Aid. 
ITirtliing as spokesman for 
tlic absent Aid. O.B. IMiilp, 
the ehairmtm of the Fire 
Committee.
Alderman Eric Sherwood 
initiated an Inimediate 
amciidmeiit of tlie motion 
which would delete the 
request, hou.sed in the last 
two lines of the first clause 
of the Fire Committee 
minutes.
Aldenmui .Sherwood said 
that he believes the best and 
most qualified person 
should be chosen for the 
job no matter from where 
that person comes. Me said 
il does not preclude that the 
volunteers could not make 
application for the position, 
but that they should not be 
granted special,, con 
.sideraiion because of their 
positions.
Mayor Westwood also 
disagreed witli the motion, 
stating that such a request, 
if complied w'ith, would be 
. bad personnel 
management”.
Aldirrman Bob Thom 
niAvc.l th:u the entire 
Fire Committee minutes be 
tabled since the issue was so 
very contentious that the 
, suuiicll, .co'ald' be, cauTUfa 
itself a great deal of trouble 
by discussing the proposal 
without till interested 
p.'U'titw precenr.
The . motion was 
ultimately tabled, with Aid. 
Sherwood recorded as 
opposed on the grounds 
that council was competent 
to handle the problem.
Approval was granted by 
council for the appointment 
of an interim fire inspector 
from the ranks of the 
volunteer fire department, 
at a salary not to exceed 
$1,400 per month. The 
position would be filled in 
this manner until August, 
when the permanent 
position of fire inspector is 
expected to be a reality.
Aldermen Thompson and 
Lapham were opposed lo 
the installation of the in­
terim position, but reasons 
for their displeasure witii 
the issue were not for­
thcoming.
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY





























A proposal by liireo oil 
comgloineraies to Inilld a 
superporl at Port Angeles 
will likely receive a letter of 
protest from Sidney 
council.
In her absence Monday 
night, a letter from Mayor 
Norma Sealey was read to 
council in which, as 
regional board represen- 
taiive, tltc mayor was 
reporting on tltc oil ports 
enquiry.
She commented that 
alihongli council had no 
jurisdictional say in the 
matter it did have a moral 
and etitical rc.sponsibility.
Even crying in tlic dark 
was “better than the .silent 
















ICED TEA Mix COFFEE MATE
Good Host 24 oz, tin ^1*® Carnation 10 oz, tar^l^®
TEA BAGS
Salada 120's Phg. *2*®
ROTARY ANNS 
Sidney Rotary Anns held 
a wind-up meeting June 14 
m Tlie l.utch, where 19 
members and three gucst.s 
enjoyed dinner.
A busy and successful 
year ended with a raffle for 
a hookeil rug at the Rtunry 
aurilon .tune 9
MARGARINE
Mom's 1 lb. Soft
ORANGE JUICE
York Frozen 12 oz. 79*
APPLE PIE





Viva 2 roll Pkg. 99*
TOILET TISSUE
Cashmere 6 roils
JUMBO 45’s
CANTALOUPE
CALIFORNIA 30's
FRESH CELERY each
mimm
HOT HOUSE URGE
FRESH TOMATOES lb.
LOCAL CROWN
rRtSn LtlJUtE each
♦
MumwiniiiiM
